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Chapter 1
General introduction

Chapter 1

1.1 About this thesis
To create a device that can seamlessly take over a malfunctioning part of the
human body is one of the biggest challenges in biomedical engineering. In the
past century, devices have been developed for bladder control, hearing, seeing,
and insulin delivery, to name a few. The functional quality that such devices can
deliver is steadily improving.
The system that is the focus of this thesis is the neurocardiac system. In patients
with cardiovascular disease, this neurocardiac system can be impaired. The
vagus nerve plays a vital role in neurocardiac control, and electrical stimulation
of this nerve has been shown beneficial in certain cases [1-11]. This thesis will
address not only this electrical stimulation, but also the relevant signals that can
be recorded from the vagus nerve, which may be used as an input to a vagus
nerve stimulator. With this input, stimulation parameters can be adjusted as
needed to support the affected neurocardiac system in a closed-loop manner
(figure 1.1).
In this first chapter, the relevant subjects are introduced. In the first paragraph,
an overview is given of the pathways and mechanisms involved in neural
control of the heart. In the following paragraph, possibilities and limitations of
recording cardiac vagal signals are introduced. Next, the current applications of
vagus nerve stimulation for cardiovascular effects are presented. The final
paragraph of this chapter further outlines the thesis content.

Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of artificial closed-loop neurocardiac control.
Signals between the brain and the heart that are communicated via the vagus nerve are
represented by the blue arrows. The purple arrow represents the closed loop: The
signal recorded from the vagus nerve is used as an input to control electrical vagus
nerve stimulation.
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1.2 Neural control of the heart
In a healthy individual, the heart can beat independently of any nervous
influences. It generates an electrical signal at the sinoatrial (SA) node, giving
rise to an atrial contraction, which is transmitted via the atrio-ventricular (AV)
node to generate a ventricular contraction. The rate of this spontaneous rhythm
of the heart is called the intrinsic heart rate. The autonomic (or vegetative)
nervous system consisting of a parasympathetic and sympathetic component,
regulates the cardiovascular parameters; heart rate (via the SA node), blood
pressure, contractility of the heart, and AV-node conduction velocity (figure
1.2).
The sympathetic and parasympathetic limbs are generally considered
antagonists [12-15]. The sympathetic system has an excitatory modulatory
effect on the cardiovascular system and the parasympathetic an inhibitory
modulatory effect. At rest, parasympathetic activation dominates and heart rate
is somewhat below the intrinsic heart rate.

Figure 1.2: Autonomic innervation of the heart [16]. The main components of the
sympathetic and parasympathetic system are indicated.
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Parasympathetic innervation of the heart is provided by the vagus nerve, the Xth
cranial nerve (figure 1.2). Vagal preganglionic neurons arise in the medulla
region of the brain stem and travel along the left and right vagus nerve. They
synapse with neurons in terminal ganglia that are located within the target
organs, called their intramural position [17-18]. The parasympathetic
ganglionated plexus innervating the heart postganglionicly lie mainly embedded
in epicardial fat pads [19]. These fat pads are located on the surface of the right
and left atria, the left and right ventricle, the posterior wall near the ostia of the
pulmonary veins, the vena cava, and the coronary sinus [19-22].
The sympathetic system has paravertebral ganglia close to the spinal cord and
prevertebral intrathoracic and intra-abdominal ganglia. Preganglionic
sympathetic neurons involved in neurocardiac control arise at thoracic levels
from the spinal cord [17] and mostly synapse with long neurons in these
ganglia. However, preganglionic sympathetic nerves also synapse in ganglia on
the heart [23]. Preganglionic fibres, both of sympathetic and parasympathetic
origin, and the parasympathetic postganglionic axons involved in neural control
of the heart release the neurotransmitter acetylcholine, and are called
cholinergic [17]. The sympathetic postganglionic axons release noradrenalin or
adrenaline and are called adrenergic [17].
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A: Baroreceptor reflex

B: Bainbridge reflex

C: Chemoreceptor reflex

D: Bezold-Jarisch reflex

Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of reflexive control with feedback signals from
cardiovascular receptors in the baroreceptor reflex (A), the Bainbridge reflex (B), the
Chemoreceptor reflex (C) and the Bezold-Jarisch reflex (D).
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Both the sympathetic and the parasympathetic system are reflexive in nature.
These reflexes provide feedback control for the neurocardiac control system,
with feedback signals arising from mechanoreceptors and chemoreceptors
(figure 1.3).
Stress-sensitive baroreceptors (mechanoreceptors) are present in both the high
and low pressure parts of the circulation. In the high-pressure part, where the
blood goes from the heart into the circulation, the main baroreceptors are
located in the carotid sinus and aortic arch [24-26]. Signals from the carotid
sinus receptors are carried by the sinus nerve, which joins the glossopharyngeal
nerve (IXth cranial nerve) [17]. The axons from the aortic arch receptors are
included in the aortic depressor nerve, an afferent branch of the vagus nerve
[17]. The carotid sinus and aortic arch baroreceptors relay their signals via a
mix of myelinated and unmyelinated axons. The receptors provide feedback for
the primary regulation of the aortic pressure in the baroreceptor reflex. When
blood pressure is low, the action potential rate of the receptors is low and heart
rate is increased through the baroreceptor reflex.
In the low pressure part, in which blood is returned to the heart,
mechanoreceptors are located in the junction of the atria with their veins, the
pulmonary artery, the endocardium and the epicardium of the atria and
ventricles [17]. Their signals travel via unmyelinated fibres of the vagus nerve
and provide feedback for the Bainbridge reflex. The Bainbridge reflex [27]
responds to increases of blood volume at the venous side of the circulation by
increasing heart rate and ventricular contractility via inhibition of efferent vagal
fibres. Increased heart rate and ventricular contractility decrease the blood
volume at the venous side of the circulation by pumping more blood out of the
right atrium. The Bainbridge reflex is a counterbalance to the baroreceptor
reflex. The Bainbridge reflex is dominant when blood volume is increased,
whereas the baroreceptor reflex is dominant when blood volume is decreased.
The chemoreceptor reflex is also involved in blood pressure control.
Chemoreceptors are located peripherally near the baroreceptors in the carotid
sinus and aortic arch, and located centrally in the medulla oblongata [17].
Afferent signals from carotid sinus chemoreceptors travel via the
glossopharyngeal nerve and signals from the aortic arch chemoreceptors travel
via the vagus nerve. The chemoreceptors have unmyelinated axons. The
peripheral chemoreceptors predominantly sense arterial oxygen and carbon
dioxide concentration, whereas the central receptors sense pH and carbon
dioxide concentration [15, 28]. In case of decreased blood oxygen, increased
carbon dioxide or decreased pH, the firing rate of the chemoreceptors is
decreased. As a result, efferent vagus activity decreases and sympathetic
activity increases, which increases heart rate, stroke volume and
vasoconstriction.
Mixed sensors, which are sensitive to both mechanical and chemical stimuli, are
present in the walls of all cardiac chambers [29]. Their information is
transmitted by unmyelinated fibres in the vagus nerve. When activity from these
12
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mixed sensors is decreased, sympathetic output is increased through the BezoldJarisch reflex and blood pressure and heart rate are increased [29]. The effects
of the Bezold-Jarisch reflex are attenuated by the baroreceptor reflex during
normal conditions, i.e. the two reflexes are complementary in blood pressure
control. The Bezold-Jarisch reflex can become dominant, as is the case when
the receptors are activated by veratrum alkaloids [29].
In addition to feedback control via the brain stem, an extensive neural network
on the heart is involved in neurocardiac control. This network consists of the
interconnected ganglionated plexus on the epicardium of the heart. This
complex neural network on the heart, also called ‘the little brain on the heart’
integrates afferent and efferent as well as parasympathetic and sympathetic
activity as a final relay station, and is thought to be important in the coordinated
neural control of the heart [23, 30]. The heart is not the only organ with an
intrinsic nervous system. Another example of an intrinsic nervous system is the
enteric nervous system, which controls the activities of the digestive tract [3132]. Recently, an airway intrinsic nervous system has also been identified that
controls airway muscle tone, gland secretion and blood flow [33].

1.3 Recording cardiac vagal signals
Cardiac signals from the vagus nerve may provide relevant information about
the state of the cardiovascular system. Recording from the vagus nerve can be
done at various levels. The neck region is clinically most easily accessible. This
is therefore the region at which the vagus nerve is accessed for vagus nerve
therapy in epilepsy. In the neck region, the vagus nerve is a thick trunk which
contains fibres innervating many different organs. Only the branch to the
pharynx and the superior branch to the larynx have branched off at this point
(figure 1.4). The cervical vagus trunk at this point still contains the recurrent
branch to the larynx and fibres going to liver, gallbladder, cardiovascular
structures, stomach, small intestine, kidneys, pancreas and the cranial part of the
large intestine. This means that when recording a signal in the neck region, the
signal will contain information from many organs. Following the vagus nerve as
it goes towards the heart, multiple branches that innervate the heart leave the
nerve trunk of the left and right vagus nerve at different levels. These are the
rami cardiaci craniales, medii and caudales. Additional cardiac branches arise
from the trunk of the right vagus nerve at the level of the trachea, and from both
recurrent laryngeal nerves after they leave the vagus nerves [18].
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Figure 1.4: Representation of the vagus nerve branching [34].
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Single fibre recordings have identified signals of cardiac efferent and afferent
vagus nerve fibres [35-47]. When recording from the whole vagus nerve,
selective detection of cardiac fibre signals is difficult. The vagus nerve contains
the motor innervation of most of the smooth muscles and glands of the visceral
organs and the striated muscles of the pharynx and larynx [18]. Cardiac signals
will be obscured by signals coming from other fibre types when making whole
nerve recordings. The thick, myelinated fibres generate an electrical signal with
a higher amplitude and have a lower threshold for electrical stimulation than
thin, unmyelinated fibres [48-49]. The fibre distribution of the cervical vagus
nerve has been studied in the cat, rat and rabbit [42, 50-54]. About ten percent
of all the fibres in the cat’s cervical vagus nerve are cardiac fibres, and about 80
percent of those are afferent. A little over half of the cardiac afferent fibres are
myelinated. The 20 percent efferent cardiac fibres are thin myelinated or
unmyelinated fibres. There are more afferent than efferent myelinated cardiac
fibres. Therefore, afferent cardiac fibres could more likely be recorded from the
whole vagus nerve than efferent cardiac fibres. However, organization of the
fibres within the nerve is also relevant. Signals from fibres located closest to the
perimeter of the nerve, and thus closer to extraneural electrodes, will be
recorded more easily than signals from fibres located in the centre of the nerve.
The fibre organization within the vagus nerve may vary between subjects, and
along the course of the nerve.
Recording cardiac signals from the whole cervical vagus nerve at the cervical
level has been attempted in animal studies [55-57]. The neural activity recorded
with intraneural bipolar electrodes showed some increased burst activity when
blood pressure was increased in goats [57]. The neural activity of the rat,
recorded with a bipolar hook electrode, showed a modulation with the ECG
(Electro Cardio Gram, i.e. recorded electrical cardiac activity). In each cardiac
cycle a similar pattern of increasing and decreasing vagus nerve activity was
found [55]. The vagal activity showed an increase during the QRS complex of
the ECG and a decrease directly afterwards. Instead of inspecting the direct
recordings from the vagus nerve, the spectrum of the ENG (Electro Neuro
Gram, i.e. recorded electrical neural activity) was used in a study using a spiral
cuff around the nerve [56]. A peak in the spectrum of ENG recorded from the
vagus nerve appeared when baroreceptors were influenced. The authors
concluded that they obtained selective sensory information [56].
Recordings of the vagus nerve have also been made at a more caudal level, in
the thorax above the aortic arch. In these recordings neural activity related to the
cardiovascular system was found [58]. This activity was found to increase with
heart failure and paroxysmal atrial tachycardia. These recordings were made
with bipolar intraneural wires. At the thoracic level, part of the myelinated
fibres have branched off and will not obscure the cardiac signals. However, a
more invasive surgery is needed.
15
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Recordings of the vagus nerve may be used to detect diseased states, such as
ischemia or arrhythmias. In patients with heart failure, the autonomic balance
between the sympathetic and the parasympathetic system is disturbed.
Parasympathetic withdrawal may contribute to the development of heart failure
[59]. Heart failure affects the intrinsic cardiac nervous system’s capacity to
regulate the cardiovascular system [60]. An abnormality at the level of the
ganglion on the surface of the heart is responsible for diminished
parasympathetic control of the heart in heart failure [61].
Diminished cardiac vagal activity is apparent at an early stage of heart failure
[62-64]. Using the rapid pacing canine model of heart failure, in which the heart
is paced at a high rate, altered vagal control of heart rate was apparent within
four days on initiation of pacing, at a time when cardiac function is impaired
minimally [62]. Early action may reverse vagal dysfunction [65]. This means
that if vagal dysfunction can be observed from vagus nerve recordings, action
may be taken to impede heart failure development.

1.4 Vagus nerve stimulation
Electrical stimulation of the vagus nerve is an approved therapy for refractory
epilepsy and depression [1, 5]. Recently, vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) has
emerged as a promising new therapy for various cardiac conditions [2, 7, 9, 11].
VNS reduces heart rate, ventricular contractility and blood pressure, and also
has profound effects on cardiac electrophysiology and arrhythmogenesis. VNS
therefore has the potential to be effective as a therapy for cardiac arrhythmias.
In patients with tachycardia (increased heart rate) VNS may be used to reduce
heart rate [66]. Increasing vagal tone by electrical stimulation may provide
protective effects against ventricular arrhythmias [9, 67-68]. Some studies
suggest that incidence of atrial fibrillation is reduced by VNS, but further
studies are required on the subject [10].
VNS is currently being explored as a therapy for heart failure [3-4, 7-8, 11].
First studies in man have shown that VNS for heart failure is feasible, safe and
tolerable [8]. Chronic VNS is potentially beneficial for quality of life and left
ventricular volumes [3, 8]. The beneficial effects of VNS may be attributed to
several different mechanisms [59]: A reduced heart rate, increased heart rate
variability, improved baroreflex sensitivity, direct antiarrhythmic effects, or
antiinflammatory effects [69-70].

1.5 Objectives of this thesis
To obtain a closed-loop vagus nerve stimulator for neurocardiac control, the two
main requirements are recording relevant cardiac signals from the vagus nerve
and stimulating cardiac vagal fibres.
16
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The goal of this thesis can therefore be divided in two main objectives:
1. To sense relevant cardiac signals from the vagus nerve
2. To stimulate cardiac vagal fibres
Spontaneous neural activity of cardiac vagal fibres contains activity patterns
that are related to the cardiac cycle. We hypothesized that these patterns can be
recorded from whole nerve recordings at the cervical level of the vagus nerve.
We expected to find patterns that change when cardiovascular parameters vary,
because of related variations in cardiac receptor firing. Two electrode
configurations were compared, one with three rings and one with twelve
segments, in an attempt to improve selectivity for cardiac vagal fibres. This is
described in chapter two.
When the vagus nerve is stimulated with electrical pulses, compound action
potentials result from the fibres of the nerve. We hypothesized that evoked
compound action potentials may contain components that are related to the
cardiovascular system, coming via reflexive pathways of the neurocardiac
control. In chapter three, these evoked signals are analyzed.
The method of recording indirect components of the evoked compound action
potential is further analyzed, using a computer model. This model simulates
action potentials that result from electrical stimulation of the vagus nerve, and
calculates the signal that can be recorded at the recording electrode sites. The
recording of an indirect component, which is a fast and dispersed signal, is
modelled for various electrodes configurations. This model is described in
chapter four.
The hypothesized relationship between the evoked compound action potential
and the cardiovascular system is further examined by additional experiments in
which the role of the recurrent laryngeal nerve was analyzed. This analysis is
presented in chapter five.
A limitation of extraneural whole nerve recordings is that fibres with a small
diameter at the centre of the nerve are difficult to record. These signals may be
recorded using wire electrodes inserted into the nerve. Compound action
potentials recorded with wire electrodes are compared to those recorded with
extraneural cuffs in chapter six.
When the vagus nerve is electrically stimulated at a high enough frequency and
amplitude, the state of the cardiovascular system is affected. Because of the
reflexive nature of neurocardiac control, and sympathetic and parasympathetic
interactions, the cardiovascular effects can be varied and complex. These effects
are presented in chapter seven.

17
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Stimulating the vagus nerve at the cervical level can lead to various effects,
depending on the vagal fibres that are excited. Selectivity of stimulation should
therefore be attained. We hypothesized, that by applying the stimulation current
to only a segment of the nerve, cardiovascular parameters can be influenced
selectively. An electrode configuration is tested for this purpose in chapter
eight.
Most of the experiments were performed in the anesthetized condition.
Anaesthetics may influence the neurocardiac system and suppress neural
signals. We hypothesized that in awake animals additional cardiac-related vagal
signals may be found compared to the anesthetized condition. Experiments that
were performed in freely moving awake animals are described in chapter nine.
This thesis is concluded with a general discussion in chapter ten.
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Abstract
The vagus nerve conducts signals emanating from cardiac receptors, directed to
the brain. These signals may be useful in monitoring cardiovascular
pathological conditions. Extraneural recording of these signals is challenging,
because of the large number of non-cardiac signals that are conducted by the
vagus nerve. In this chapter we address sensing the cardiac-modulated signals
from the cervical vagus nerve with an extraneural cuff electrode. We compare
the use of a cuff with rings to a cuff with multiple contacts, the latter
hypothesized to be more effective in sensing the cardiac signals.
In fourteen out of fifteen pigs a significant cardiac-modulated pattern was
found. A multi-contact cuff was more effective in recording these signals than a
cuff with ring electrodes. Cardiac-modulated signals were recorded in 90%
versus 60% of the cases respectively. The phase of the cardiac cycle in which
cardiac-modulated signals dominated changed from the QRST and TP phase to
the PQ and QRST phase when blood pressure and ventricular contractility were
increased due to dobutamine administration. We conclude that signals
originating from cardiac receptors can be recorded extraneurally on the vagal
trunk. This may be useful for chronic monitoring and subsequent clinical
intervention. Average reference recording increases the odds of sensing a
cardiac-modulated pattern.
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2.1 Introduction
The status of the heart is communicated via afferent vagal and sympathetic
fibres to the central nervous system. The signals originate from receptors that
are sensitive to regional mechanical events, chemical events, or both.
Many of the cardiac mechanoreceptors with vagal afferents fire in phase with
the cardiac cycle. The signals transduced by these vagal afferent fibres have
been studied from single-fibre recordings [1-6]. Atrial receptors with
myelinated vagal afferents have been found to fire during atrial contraction
(type A) or atrial filling (type B) [2]. Type A atrial receptors are possibly
influenced by contraction of the heart [1], whereas type B atrial receptors are
sensitive to changes in blood volume and central venous pressure [4].
Ventricular receptors with myelinated vagal afferents discharge at the onset of
ventricular contraction [5]. They respond to rise in intra-ventricular pressure [5].
Coronary artery receptors with myelinated vagal afferents show a cardiacmodulated rhythm in phase with coronary pressure [3]. Receptors with
unmyelinated afferents have also been found, but only the receptors located in
the atria sometimes exhibit a cardiac-modulated rhythm, either in phase with
atrial contraction or atrial filling [6]. Cardiac chemoreceptors do not show
patterns modulated with the cardiac cycle [4].
The firing patterns described above were obtained from single-fibre recordings.
Obtaining these recordings requires dissection of individual fibres in the nerve
and is therefore not suited for chronic clinical application. Extraneural
electrodes around the cervical vagus nerve have been used clinically for
electrical stimulation to treat epilepsy [7]. Signals recorded by such an
extraneural electrode may be used to monitor arrhythmias or other pathological
conditions that have been shown to have a relation with vagal activity, such as
heart failure [8] or ischemia [9-10].
The challenge of extraneural recording lies in detecting the relevant, cardiac
signals from the large amount of activity transmitted through the vagus nerve.
Cardiac vagal fibres are spatially concentrated in one or multiple fascicles [1112]. About ten percent of all fibres in the cervical vagus nerve are cardiac fibres
[11]. Approximately 80 percent of those cardiac fibres are afferent [11]. The
signals of atrial, ventricular and coronary artery receptors are conducted by
myelinated fibres, and signals from myelinated fibres have a relatively high
amplitude compared to unmyelinated fibres [13]. However, their activity will be
obscured by the large number of other large myelinated fibres in the cervical
vagus nerve, such as laryngeal and bronchial fibres [11].
In the current study, we investigate the feasibility of recording cardiac
modulated signals in pigs using an extraneural electrode cuff placed around the
vagal trunk. The pig is chosen, because it has a neurocardiac system similar to
that of humans in anatomy and physiology [14-17].
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We assume to improve effectiveness in recording from cardiac fibres by using a
multi-contact electrode configuration over a ring electrode configuration. Multicontact electrode configurations have been shown to improve spatial recording
selectivity in peripheral nerves [18]. In addition it is expected that the dominant
phase in the cardiac cycle of the cardiac-modulated signal will change when
blood pressure and ventricular contractility are increased by dobutamine, due to
changes in cardiac receptor firing.

2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Ethical approval
All experiments were approved by the Ethics Committee on Experimental
Animal Welfare of the University of Maastricht.

2.2.2 Experimental setup
Experiments were performed in fifteen female Dutch Landrace pigs. Animal
handling was performed according to the Dutch Law and the European
Directive for the Protection of Animals and was approved by the Experimental
Animal Committee of the Maastricht University. The pig was premedicated
with 0.5 mg/kg Morphine 20 minutes before induction with Zoletil (Telazol),
3mg/kg and xylazine 0.5 mg/kg. The pig was anesthetized with a combination
of isoflurane (1 – 1.5%) and fentanyl (6-10 μg/kg/hr). At the end of the
experiment, the pig was euthanized with an overdose of pentobarbital. The left
vagus nerve was carefully dissected free from the surrounding tissue at the
cervical level and a custom-made self-coiling cylindrical cuff electrode
configuration was placed. The cuff was 15 mm long and had three circular Pt/Ir
electrode contacts with an inter-electrode distance of 4 mm (figure 2.1a). In ten
pigs, an additional cuff was placed that had 12 contacts instead of three rings
(figure 2.1b). This second cuff was placed a few mm cranial to the first cuff.
The cuffs were made in various diameters (2, 3.5 and 5 mm), to ensure a proper
fit around the nerve. Variations in nerve diameter can also be accommodated by
the flexibility in tightness of the cuff’s coiling. Surface electrodes were placed
on shaved paws for recording ECG. Left ventricular pressure was measured
with a Millar catheter (Millar Instruments, Houston, Texas, USA).

Figure 2.1: a) Electrode cuff with three rings. b) Electrode cuff with 12 contacts
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ENG signals were amplified by a TMSi Refa amplifier (TMS international,
Oldenzaal, The Netherlands). ECG and blood pressure recordings were
amplified by a TMSi Porti amplifier (TMS international, Oldenzaal, The
Netherlands). ENG (Electro Neuro Gram, which is the recorded electrical neural
activity) was sampled at a frequency of 20 kHz and the ECG and blood pressure
recordings were sampled at 2048 Hz.
All data were stored on a laptop using PortiLab2 software (TMS international,
Oldenzaal, The Netherlands). Signals were measured using the average
reference method [19-20], which uses the average of all signals as a reference. It
allows separate recording of ENG signals from all electrode sites on a cuff,
which may improve the odds of recording from a subpopulation of cardiac vagal
fibres. Subtracting the average of all signals also helps to reduce noise.
Baseline recordings of neural activity, blood pressure and ECG were made with
a duration of five minutes. In seven pigs, dobutamine was administered in order
to change the state of the cardiovascular system and the five minute recording
was repeated. Dobutamine (a sympathomimetic drug) increases heart rate, blood
pressure and left-ventricular contractility by stimulating the b1 receptors on the
heart.

2.2.3 Signal analysis
Offline signal analysis was performed in Matlab R2007a (The Mathworks Inc.).
R-tops of the ECG were detected automatically and confirmed by visual
inspection. Left ventricular contractility for each cardiac cycle was assessed
using maximum values of the time derivative of left ventricular
æ dP ö
[21]. This parameter will be called left ventricular
pressure: ç LV ÷
è dt ø max
contractility (LVC). The value of systolic left ventricular pressure (PLV) for each
cardiac cycle was determined as the peak pressure of that cycle.
Neural recordings can be contaminated by EMG signals (Electro Myo Gram,
which is the recorded electrical muscular activity) from sources outside the cuff
[22-23]. The frequency content of EMG ranges from 1 Hz to 3 kHz, with a peak
at approximately 250 Hz. The frequency range of neural signals is 1 kHz to 10
kHz, and maximal power is below 3 kHz [24]. Signal to noise ratio (SNR) was
estimated before and after the signal was filtered, by dividing the mean power
of the raw signal in the ENG frequency band (1 kHz to 10 kHz) by the mean
power of the raw signal in the EMG frequency band (1 Hz to 1 kHz). The EMG
frequency band is cut off at 1kHz instead of 3kHz, to avoid overlap between the
EMG and ENG frequency band in the SNR estimation. It should be noted that
EMG peak activity is around 250 Hz and ENG peak activity is below 3 kHz.
Filtering and ensemble averaging of the signals should reduce the EMG
interference and improve SNR.
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The centre ring electrode has the same derivation as a tripolar configuration,
except for a factor of 1.5:
S ar, 2 = s 2 -

1 3
2
1
1
s i = s 2 - s1 - s 3
å
3 i=1
3
3
3

S trip = s 2 -

1
1
s1 - s 3 = 1.5s ar, 2
2
2

With si the input signals, Sar,2 the recorded signal on the centre ring electrode
with the average reference method, and Strip the recorded signal with the tripolar
derivation. Since a tripolar configuration is known to reduce EMG interference
[22, 25], the signal recorded on the centre ring electrode is expected to have a
higher SNR before filtering than a signal recorded on an outer ring electrode if
using the average reference configuration. To test this, the estimated SNR of the
centre ring electrode is compared to the estimated SNR of the outer ring
electrodes.
ENG was band pass filtered between 800 Hz and 9000 Hz with a second order
Butterworth filter. The cut-off frequency of 800Hz retains the signal that fire in
phase with the cardiac cycle and reduces ECG artefacts [26] and EMG
interference [24]. The low-pass cut off frequency of 9000 Hz is applied to
improve signal-to-noise ratio by reducing high-frequency noise from the
electrodes or the amplifier. Subsequently, the signal was rectified and low-pass
filtered at 10Hz, resulting in the envelope of the ENG. The envelope of the
ENG was obtained to inspect variations and patterns in vagal activity. For each
pig, an ensemble average was made from the ENG of each recording electrode.
For each of these ensemble averages, 260 data segments were used, with a
length equal to that recording’s average cardiac cycle length, and centred on Rtops of the ECG. 260 Segments were used, because this was the maximum
number that could be obtained from the five minutes recordings of all pigs. An
ensemble average of 65, 130, and 195 cycles was also inspected to obtain an
indication of how many cycles are minimally needed. A smaller time window
will allow observation of more rapid fluctuations or changes. Mean activity
(Vavr) was subtracted to obtain only the variations within a cardiac cycle.
Remaining variations ascribed to stochastic noise were reduced by ensemble
averaging. The 95%-confidence interval of the ensemble averaged signals was
inspected. If this interval was above zero at any point during the cardiac cycle, it
was concluded that these variations in the signal were not due to noise. These
events were classified as significant increases of neural activity. Significant
decreases of neural activity were not analyzed. Since the mean activity was
subtracted, we assume these decreases to be phases of little to no cardiacmodulated activity, which provide no physiologically relevant information for
our purpose. The recording on the electrode which showed the most significant
modulation was selected for each pig and used for analyses.
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The shape of the pattern was described by the phases of a cardiac cycle in which
the signal showed a peak that was significantly increased compared to the
average of the cardiac cycle. The phase in which the activity was increased can
be used to identify the population of receptors that this activity originated from.
The three phases that were distinguished were the PQ phase (from the beginning
of the P wave to the beginning of the Q wave), the QRST phase (from the
beginning of the Q wave to the beginning of the T wave) and the TP phase
(from the beginning of the T wave to the beginning of the P wave). Steepest
initial slopes were used to identify the beginning of waves. The PQ phase
coincides with atrial contraction, the QRST phase with ventricular contraction
and the TP phase with diastole.
Additionally, for each pig the neural activity level was quantified by the mean
voltage of the ensemble averaged signal (Vavr). The changes in Vavr, PLV and
LVC with increased blood pressure and ventricular contractility caused by
dobutamine were normalized to the baseline values of the same pig, to enable
averaging across pigs and to emphasize the effect of increased blood pressure
and ventricular contractility.
Statistical analysis was performed in SPSS software (SPSS, version 12.0.1,
SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois, USA). All collected data were tested for normality
with a Shapiro-Wilk test. Data are represented as mean ± SD. Values of Vavr
were compared between baseline and dobutamine condition with a Student’s
paired t-test for normally distributed data and a Wilcoxon Signed Rank test
otherwise.

2.3 Results
The filtering process of the neural signals is depicted in figure 2.2. An example
of a raw signal is shown. The raw signals are in the range of a few µV, which is
typical for neural recordings. The subsequent panels show the signal after the
filtering steps are completed: a band-pass filter between 800Hz and 9000Hz,
rectification, and a 10Hz low-pass filter to obtain the envelope of the signal.
The envelope of the signal is used to analyze the activity patterns in the
ensemble averaging. The ensemble average of this signal is shown in figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3 shows that the cardiac-modulated pattern may not be apparent from
vagal activity in an individual cardiac cycle. Estimated SNR expressed as
median (interquartile range) improves when the signal is bandpass filtered, from
1.1*10-4 (3.2*10-5) to 2.7 (2.6) (N=15). Looking at the ring electrodes only, the
estimated SNR before filtering of the centre electrode is 1.1*10-4 (2.3*10-5) and
of the outer electrodes it is 1.2*10-4 (4.3*10-5). After filtering the centre
electrode has an estimated SNR of 2.3 (2.1) and the outer electrodes have an
estimated SNR of 2.5 (1.2).
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In fourteen out of fifteen pigs a significant cardiac-modulated pattern was found
in the vagal signal in baseline, in nine out of fifteen pigs using the ring cuff
(60%), and in nine out of ten pigs (90%) using the multi-contact cuff. With the
ring cuff, in two out of nine pigs a cardiac-modulated pattern was observed on
both the outer and centre rings. In the other seven pigs, the pattern was only
found on one of the outer rings. With the multi-contact cuff, the modulation was
always seen on two or more contacts of the multi-contact cuff.
For the fourteen pigs in which a significant cardiac-modulated pattern was
found during baseline, using either the ring cuff or the multi-contact cuff, the
phases of increased activity were analyzed from the electrode with the most
significant pattern. During baseline condition, significantly increased neural
activity compared to the average of the cardiac cycle, was found in the PQ
phase (n=1), the QRST phase (n=5) and/or the TP phase (n=10). Table 2.1
shows the phases of significantly increased activity per pig.
Table 2.1: The phase of significantly increased vagal activity per pig. Shaded areas
indicate when no data is available.
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Figure 2.2: Filtering process of a signal from an outer ring electrode. 1: the ECG
signal. 2: the raw signal. 3: the raw signal is bandpass filtered between 800Hz and
9000Hz. This filter retains the neural signal and reduces ECG artefacts and EMG
interference. 4: the signal is then rectified.5: the signal is low pass filtered at 10Hz to
obtain the envelope of the signal.
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Figure 2.3: Example of a significant vagal activity pattern in the cardiac cycle from an
outer ring electrode (the same signal as in figure 2.2). Activity is increased during the
TP phase and the QRST phase in this example. The top frame shows the individual
signal segments from the envelope of the signal in grey and the resulting ensemble
average in black. The bottom frame shows the ensemble averaged activity (black solid
line) aligned with the R top of the ECG (grey solid line). The dashed lines indicate the
95% confidence interval. For reference, the average ECG is plotted. Vertical lines
indicate the beginning of the P-wave, Q-wave and T-wave respectively.
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The number of cycles that was needed in the ensemble average to obtain a
significantly cardiac-modulated pattern varied between pigs. In four out of
fourteen pigs 65 cycles sufficed, in seven pigs 130 cycles sufficed, in one pig
195 cycles sufficed and in two pigs all 260 cycles were needed to result in a
significantly cardiac-modulated signal. There was no relationship found
between the cardiac phase of increased activity and the number of cycles needed
for a significant modulation.
In the seven pigs in which measurements were performed after dobutamine was
administered, LVC was 73 ± 22 % higher, and PLV was 31 ± 21 % higher than
during baseline recordings, which were significant increases.
In these recordings, a significant cardiac-modulated pattern was found in five
pigs. Increased activity compared to the average of the cardiac cycle was
observed, using either the ring cuff or the multi-contact cuff, during the PQ
phase (n=2) or the QRST phase (n=3) and never during the TP phase. Despite
the increase in blood pressure and ventricular contractility with dobutamine, no
statistically significant effect on Vavr was found.

2.4 Discussion
This study is the first to sense vagal activity patterns that are modulated with the
cardiac cycle using an extraneural electrode cuff in pigs. We were able to record
such patterns in fourteen out of fifteen pigs. Possibly in the other pig, noise
levels were too high or the cardiac fibres were located too far away from the
perimeter.
During baseline condition, the cardiac-modulated pattern showed peaks of
significantly increased neural activity compared to the average of the cardiac
cycle in all three phases of the ECG; the PQ phase (n=1), the QRST phase (n=5)
and/or the TP phase (n=10). Thus, neural activity is mostly concentrated in the
TP phases during baseline condition. It was expected that cardiac activity would
be found in all phases of the cardiac cycle, since the cervical vagus nerve
comprises afferent cardiac fibres that fire during atrial systole, ventricular
systole, diastole or multiple phases.
For example, atrial receptors with myelinated afferents, firing during atrial
contraction (type A) and atrial filling (type B) [2], may account for the peaks of
increased activity concentrated in the PQ phase and the TP phase respectively.
Ventricular [5] and coronary [3] mechanoreceptors with myelinated vagal
afferents, discharging during systole, may account for the increased activity in
the QRST phase.
Phases with increased activity in the sensed signals may depend on the position
of the associated afferent fibres relative to the electrodes in the individual pigs.
This may differ, due to inter-individual neural anatomy differences. It is
unknown if this was the case, since no histological studies were performed on
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the nerves recorded from. The difference in diameter between the cardiac
afferents is small [27] and is therefore an unlikely cause of the differences in the
recorded cardiac-modulated patterns.
The number of cycles that is needed in the ensemble average to obtain a
significantly cardiac-modulated pattern varied between pigs, which means that
the time frame in which a change in the pattern will manifest itself will also
differ between pigs. Since there was no relationship found between the cardiac
phase of increased activity and the number of cycles needed for a significant
modulation, it can be concluded that the type of receptor that creates the pattern
is not a contributing factor to the significance of the pattern. Factors such as
electrode-nerve contact, noise, EMG interference, and position of cardiac
fascicles in the nerve likely determine how many cycles are needed to reveal the
cardiac-modulated pattern.
As hypothesized, the cardiac-modulated pattern in recordings when blood
pressure and ventricular contractility increased with dobutamine as found in 5
out of 7 pigs had a different shape compared to baseline recordings in all five
pigs. Dobutamine is a sympathomimetic drug that increases heart rate and leftventricular contractility and pressure by stimulating the b1 receptors on the
heart. Phases in which peaks of increased activity compared to the average of
the cardiac cycle were observed were the PQ phase (n=2) and the QRST phase
(n=3) and never the TP phase (table 2.1). This shows that cardiac-modulated
neural activity is concentrated around atrial and ventricular contraction when
blood pressure and ventricular contractility were increased by dobutamine.
This concentrated activity during systole may be explained by a relative
increase in firing rate from type A atrial, ventricular and coronary
mechanoreceptors with respect to firing rate of type B atrial receptors. Type B
atrial receptors, which fire in the TP phase, respond to changes in total blood
volume, central volume and central venous pressure. Dobutamine does not
generally affect these parameters [28]. In contrast, type A atrial receptors are
influenced by contraction of the heart [1] and therefore the increased activity in
the PQ phase may be linked to the increase in heart rate brought about by
dobutamine. Ventricular receptors respond to ventricular pressure and
contractility [5, 29]. The increased activity in the QRST phase may therefore be
linked to the increased pressure and contractility when dobutamine was
administered. Coronary mechanoreceptors may have increased their firing rate
due to an increased coronary pressure, which may also explain the increased
activity in the QRST phase.
It was found that by using a multi-contact electrode cuff the cardiac modulated
signal was sensed more readily compared to a cuff with rings, on a selection of
the contacts, most likely by improving selective recording from the cardiac
fibres. A cardiac-modulated signal was found in nine out of fifteen pigs (60%)
on the ring cuff and in nine out of ten pigs (90%) on the multi-contact cuff.
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On the multi-contact electrode cuff a pattern was seen on multiple contacts. The
contacts that showed the cardiac-modulated signal were likely located closest to
the cardiac fibres. Fibre histology should be included in future studies to verify
the link between fibre type and the signals recorded.
Cardiac-modulated signals as described in this chapter have been analyzed in
rats for their relationship to epileptic seizures [26]. Spectrograms of vagal
activity showed peak activity mostly in the PQ and QRST phase. During an
epileptic seizure, a shift in the peak activity was observed to the time shortly
after the S phase. This harmonizes with our findings, in which also a shift of
increased vagal activity was found, in our case in response to increased blood
pressure and ventricular contractility with dobutamine. Our results additionally
show that with our setup a cardiac-modulated pattern can be recorded from the
vagus nerve of the pig. Although details on morphology of the pig vagus nerve
are unknown, the pig is considered superior to the rat as a model of the human
cardiovascular system in both anatomy [15] and physiology [14]. Also, the pig
and human vagus nerve diameter are larger than that of a rat, which may
complicate recording.
Spectral analysis of the vagus nerve was also analyzed by Rozman and
colleagues, who made recordings from the vagus nerve with an extraneural
segmented cuff in dogs [30]. Power spectra were obtained that were found to
provide organ-specific information on selected segments. These signals were
not related to the cardiac cycle.
EMG from nearby vessels or neck musculature can disturb cervical vagus nerve
recordings. Within a cuff the electrical activity of muscles can create a linear
potential field. A tripolar cuff configuration can reduce EMG interference,
because it takes a second order spatial derivative of a linear potential field,
which will be zero in the ideal situation. An average reference configuration, or
a multi-electrode configuration, may not suppress the EMG disturbance
completely. However, the estimated SNR of the centre ring electrode, which
corresponds to a tripolar derivation, was similar to the estimated SNR of the
outer ring electrode. This shows that the tripolar derivation would not improve
signal quality in our experiments. These results may indicate that EMG
disturbance was low in our recordings and that other factors were more
important contributors to the noise. It is also possible that EMG disturbances are
recorded despite of the use of a tripolar derivation [31]. It should be noted that
high pass filtering of the signal at a cut off frequency of 800 Hz improves SNR.
Ensemble averaging will further reduce interference, assuming that it is not
cardiac-modulated.
There were seven pigs in which a cardiac-modulated pattern was found on an
outer ring electrode, but not on the centre electrode with the average reference
configuration. This pattern is then not observed with a tripolar configuration,
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because the signal recorded with a tripolar derivation has the same pattern as the
signal on the centre electrode using the average reference method. Poor
electrode contact of the other electrodes or variations in fibre orientation may
explain why only one out of three ring electrodes could record the cardiacmodulated signal. Average reference recording increases the odds of sensing a
cardiac-modulated pattern, because it provides a signal from each electrode.
The cardiac-modulated patterns found in this chapter should be further
examined in multiple ways, such as by direct manipulation of cardiac receptors.
Additionally, cutting the afferent cardiac vagal innervation could be used to
verify the origin of the observed modulation. If the modulation maintains after
cutting, the signals are not of cardiac origin. Chronic recording without
anaesthesia should be performed to analyze the signals in a more natural
condition. Intrafascicular electrodes, such as the LIFE configuration, are
possibly useful to improve selectivity and to reduce the need for ensemble
averaging [32]. The difficulty of an intrafascicular electrode is to place it in the
correct fascicle. Several attempts may be needed to find the optimal location.
These experiments were performed in anesthetized pigs, which may have
affected the cardiovascular system. For example, isoflurane is known to
decrease cardiac output [33] and induce vasodilation [34]. However, since
anaesthesia was held constant during our experiments, we do not expect that
anaesthetics have influenced our conclusions. Administration of morphine is not
associated with significant cardiovascular side effects during isofluranemaintained anaesthesia in dogs [35]. Also, administration of dobutamine
effectively influenced the cardiovascular system despite the anaesthesia, which
was also observed in horses under isoﬂurane-maintained anaesthesia [36].
We were able to record cardiac-modulated signals from the vagus nerve using
an extraneural cuff electrode. Changes in the cardiovascular system brought
about by dobutamine could be observed in this extraneurally recorded pattern.
The results suggest that changes in ventricular pressure, ventricular contractility
and coronary pressure may be reflected in changes in the pattern of the vagal
signal. Signals from receptors can provide relevant information that is not easily
obtained in a non-invasive manner. For example, atrial mechanoreceptors with
vagal afferents are known to show an increase in their activity during
myocardial ischemia [9-10]. These and other pathological states like upcoming
decompensation in heart failure or vulnerability for arrhythmias may possibly
be observed in the extraneurally recorded cardiac-modulated vagal signal. This
could provide a method for monitoring chronically, for example combined with
an implanted vagus nerve stimulator as a closed-loop therapy for any of these
diseases.
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2.5 Conclusions
Cardiac-modulated patterns can be recorded extraneurally from the vagus nerve.
Vagal cardiac signals can more often be identified by using a multi-contact
electrode cuff than a cuff with ring electrodes. Average reference recording
increases the odds of sensing a cardiac-modulated pattern. During baseline
condition, vagal activity can be increased compared to the average of the
cardiac cycle in all phases of the cardiac cycle, but most often in the TP phase.
When blood pressure and ventricular contractility increase with dobutamine, the
cardiac-modulated signal shows highest vagal activity during the PQ and QRST
phase. Thus, the cardiac vagal activity becomes more focused to systole when
blood pressure, contractility, or both increase.
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Abstract
The vagus nerve plays a vital role in the regulation of the cardiovascular system.
It not only regulates the heart but also sends sensory information from the heart
back to the brain. We hypothesize that the evoked vagus nerve compound action
potential contains components that are indirect via the brain stem or coming via
the neural network on the heart. In an experimental study in fifteen pigs, we
identified four components in the evoked compound action potentials. The
fourth component was found to be an indirect component, which came from the
periphery. The latency of the indirect component increased when heart rate and
contractility were decreased by burst stimulation (P=0.01; n=7). When heart
rate and contractility were increased by dobutamine administration, the latency
of the indirect component decreased (P=0.01; n=9). This showed that the
latency of the indirect component of the evoked compound action potentials
may relate to the state of the cardiovascular system.
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3.1 Introduction
When electrically stimulating a nerve, action potentials can be evoked in the
nerve fibres. The cumulative response of all action potentials is called the
compound action potential (CAP). Fibre types in peripheral nerves are classified
into A, B, and C types [1]. Type A has the lowest threshold for evoking an
action potential, followed by type B and type C. A fibres are large (1-20 µm in
diameter), myelinated, and have high conduction velocities (6 – 120 m/s). B
fibres are smaller (less than 3 µm in diameter), myelinated, and have lower
conduction velocities (2 – 18 m/s). C fibres are the smallest type (less than 1 µm
in diameter), unmyelinated, and have the lowest conduction velocities (less than
2 m/s). Type A fibres are subdivided into Aa (12-20µm), Ab (5-12µm), Ag (2-8
µm) and Ad (1-5 µm).
The cervical vagus nerve comprises fibres with a diameter ranging from 1 µm to
20 mm [2]. Only about 16% of the total fibre content is myelinated [2]. The
largest myelinated fibres, above 12 µm in diameter, innervate the laryngeal
muscles [2]. Almost all medium sized myelinated fibres, 6 to 12 µm in
diameter, go to oesophageal, bronchial and cardiac branches of the vagus [2].
The vagus nerve plays a vital role in autonomic control of the heart. Together
with the sympathetic system, the vagus nerve regulates heart rate, blood
pressure, contractility and AV-node conductivity. A multiplicity of interactions
occurs between neurons of the sympathetic and parasympathetic system [3].
Cardiovascular reflexes are an important part of maintaining a stable
cardiovascular state [4]. Changes in cardiovascular parameters such as blood
pressure and oxygenation lead to a change in afferent firing pattern of cardiac
receptors. In response, brain centres induce appropriate efferent vagal and
sympathetic signalling which leads to an adequate cardiac response. The vagus
nerve is part of both baroreceptor and chemoreceptor reflexes [5].
The final relay station of cardiac neurons is the intrinsic cardiac network, which
consists of autonomic ganglia and axons located on the heart itself or along the
large vessels within the pericardium. This network comprises parasympathetic
neurons, sympathetic neurons and interconnecting neurons. It transduces neural
inputs and coordinates cardiac electrical and mechanical parameters. Detailed
information concerning the signalling pathways and coordination within the
cardiac neuronal hierarchy is scarce [3].
Even though the vagus nerve is part of this complex network with many
reflexes, never has an indirect component been found in the vagal CAP. An
explanation may be that in commonly used experimental setup the distinction
between a direct and an indirect component can not be made, since the direction
and velocity along the nerve of the components are not assessed directly. In
these studies, it is assumed that all components originate at the site of
stimulation and travel a direct path from stimulation site to recording site.
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We hypothesized that the vagal CAP contains not only the response of the fibres
directly activated by electrical stimulation, but also responses that occur as part
of the neurocardiac control system. Possible indirect components that are part of
a reflexive pathway via the brainstem or via the neural network on the heart
may be found. We expected to find both an indirect component via the
brainstem that is part of the baroreceptor reflex pathway and an indirect
component coming from the neural network on the heart. With changes in the
cardiovascular system, we expected to see changes in amplitude and latency,
caused by changes in firing rate of baroreceptors or in relay time at the neural
network respectively. Such components could be clinically relevant for
monitoring the heart. Cardiovascular diseased states may be monitored via the
vagus nerve [6].
In this chapter the question is addressed whether the evoked CAP of the cervical
vagus nerve includes an indirect component coming from the periphery or an
indirect component coming from the brain stem. Furthermore, it is assessed
whether this indirect component depends on the state of the cardiovascular
system.

3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Instrumentation and experimental setup
Vagus nerve electrical stimulation and sensing experiments were performed in
fifteen female Dutch Landrace pigs. The pig was premedicated with 0.5 mg/kg
Morphine 20 minutes before induction with Zoletil (Telazol, 3 mg/kg) and
xylazine (0.5 mg/kg). The pig was anesthetized with a combination of
isoflurane (1 – 1.5%) and fentanyl (6 – 10 mg/kg/hr). At the end of the
experimental day, the pig was euthanized with an overdose of pentobarbital.
In all fifteen pigs, the left cervical vagus nerve was carefully dissected free from
the surrounding tissue. The nerve was freed for a length of approximately ten
centimetres, limited by anatomical constraints.
Three custom-made self-coiling cuff electrodes were placed. Each cuff was 15
mm long and had three circular Pt/Ir electrode contacts with an interelectrode
distance of 4 mm (figure 3.1b). The cuffs were made in various diameters (2,
3.5 and 5 mm), to ensure a proper fit around the nerve. Two electrodes were
placed as caudal as possible; the third electrode was placed as rostral as possible
(figure 3.1a). The distance between the electrodes was measured and a picture
of the cuffs around the nerve was taken. The most caudal electrode was used for
stimulation, the other two for recording.
The nerve was positioned back within the surrounding tissue. The wound was
kept open, but it was ensured that the cuffs were surrounded by tissue and that
there was enough fluid for a proper electrical contact and drying of the nerve
was avoided. If signals diminished during the experiment, saline solution was
added to the wound.
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In four out of fifteen pigs, the right cervical vagus nerve was also dissected free
on which one cuff was placed (figure 3.1a). This cuff on the right vagus nerve
was used for recording. With this cuff, it could be observed if indirect
components travelled along the right vagus nerve as a result of stimulation of
the left vagus nerve.

Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of electrode placement (a) and the electrode cuff
(b). In all fifteen pigs, three cuffs were placed on the left vagus nerve. In four out of
fifteen pigs, an additional recording cuff was placed on the right vagus nerve.
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Electrical stimulation was performed with a custom-made stimulator. ENG
signals were sampled at 20 kHz and amplified by a TMSi Refa amplifier (TMS
international, Oldenzaal, The Netherlands). ECG was recorded with contact
electrodes placed on shaved paws. Left ventricular blood pressure was recorded
with a Millar catheter. ECG and blood pressure recordings were sampled at
2048 Hz and amplified with a TMSi Porti amplifier (TMS international,
Oldenzaal, The Netherlands). All data were stored on a laptop using PortiLab2
software (TMS international, Oldenzaal, The Netherlands).
Signals were measured using the average reference method [7], which uses the
average of all signals as a reference. We used this method because it eliminates
the need for bipolar or tripolar recording and allows recordings of ENG signals
from all three electrode sites on a cuff separately.

3.2.2 Experimental protocol
Initially, the left vagus nerve was stimulated at a pulse width of 300µs and a
stimulation frequency of 1 Hz. Stimulation amplitude was set at 0.05mA,
0.1mA, and increasing from 0.2mA to 5mA in increments of 0.2mA. At each
amplitude ten pulses were delivered to the nerve. This phase of the protocol was
used to determine the stimulation threshold at which each component of the
CAP occurred first.
Subsequently, burst stimulation was performed on the left vagus nerve. Pulse
width was kept at 300 µs. Stimulation frequency was set to 10 Hz, 20 Hz, 30
Hz, 40 Hz, or 50 Hz. Amplitude was varied between 1 mA and 5 mA for each
frequency, until the setting with the largest effect on heart rate was found.
Stimulation was maintained for 60 seconds, or until unwanted side effects
occurred (such as complete heart block or digestive reflex).
Burst stimulation was performed to create an additional cardiac state of reduced
heart rate, induced by burst stimulation, so that CAPs between this additional
state and baseline condition could be compared. Data were excluded from the
analysis if the effect of burst stimulation on heart rate was less than ten percent.
Dobutamine (5 mL/h) was administered after burst stimulation was completed.
Dobutamine (a sympathomimetic drug) increases heart rate and left-ventricular
contractility by stimulating the b1 receptors on the heart. Stimulation of the left
vagus nerve at 1 Hz was repeated to inspect the CAPs in the additional cardiac
state, induced by dobutamine. These CAPs could then be compared to baseline
condition. Data were excluded from the analysis if the effect of dobutamine on
heart rate was less than ten percent or if CAPs could not be recorded.
At the end of the experiment an extra test was performed to verify the direction
of the components in the CAP. In three pigs, the left vagus nerve was cut rostral
to the electrodes. Stimulation at 1 Hz, 300 µs and 5 mA was repeated. If
components of the CAPs had disappeared at this point, these component
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originated in the brain stem. In two pigs the nerve was subsequently cut caudal
to the electrodes and stimulation was repeated. If components had disappeared
at this point, these components came from the periphery.

3.2.3 Signal analysis
Offline signal analysis was performed in Matlab R2007a (The Mathworks Inc.).
ENG and ECG were detrended to remove drift. R-tops of the ECG were
detected automatically and confirmed by visual inspection. Left ventricular
contractility was assessed using maximum values of the gradient of left

æ dPLV ö
÷ [8]. This parameter will be called contractility.
è dt ø peak

ventricular pressure: ç

The mean signal of each electrode cuff was subtracted from the individual
electrode sites on that cuff. In this way common signals were removed.
Stimulus artefacts in the ENG were automatically detected and used to overlap
CAPs from a train of stimuli to create an ensemble average. For 1Hz
stimulation, all ten pulses delivered at the same amplitude were included in the
ensemble. For burst stimulation at 10 Hz to 50 Hz, the final 100 pulses of a
burst delivered at the same amplitude were used for the ensemble, since at this
point heart rate had changed most.
The stimulus artefact was then removed from the plot by subtracting a template.
This template was obtained by stimulating at a stimulation level of 1 Hz, 300 ms
and 5 mA and recording the stimulus artefact in the tissue without contact with
the nerve. When applying the template, the amplitude of the stimulus artefact
was scaled to match the actual stimulus artefact.
The electrode furthest away from the stimulation site was used to analyze the
CAPs, since at this point – due to the difference in conduction speed of the
various components – the least overlap of components was expected. If this
electrode did not provide a signal, a closer electrode was used.
For each component of the CAP, the stimulation amplitude at which it first
occurred was noted as the stimulation threshold. The threshold was used to
identify the components: a low stimulation threshold corresponds with A fibres,
a high stimulation threshold with B or C fibres. The CAP that resulted from
stimulation at the maximum amplitude of 5 mA – in which all components were
visible – was used to determine velocity and direction of each component. The
velocity along the nerve of each component was used to determine the exact
fibre type (e.g. Aa or Ab), in accordance with conduction velocities reported in
the literature [1].
To determine velocity, the interelectrode distance was divided by the difference
in latency between consecutive electrode sites. The velocity was estimated both
by using two recordings on the same cuff and by using two recordings on
separate cuffs, if all signals could be recorded. In this way the error that
occurred in the estimation was minimized.
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Latency of a component was defined as the time between the peak of the
stimulus artefact and the highest initial slope of the component (figure 3.2). The
slope was used since it is less susceptible than peak detection to small changes
due to noise. Initial slopes of individual components were identified by their
initial occurrence at different stimulation levels. The order in which a
component occurred on the consecutive recording sites was analyzed to
determine the direction. Amplitude of a component was defined as peak-to-peak
value of a component (figure 3.3).
A distinction was made between direct and indirect components. Direct
components have a velocity along the nerve that matches the time it took to
reach the recording electrode and they come from the direction of the
stimulation electrode. If the direction of a component indicates that it does not
come from the stimulation electrode, it is an indirect component that originated
in the brain stem. If the component comes from the direction of the stimulation
electrode, but has a velocity along the nerve that is too high for the time it took
to reach the recording cuff (long latency), it has travelled a longer path and is
therefore an indirect component that comes from the periphery.
The CAPs were compared between three conditions: baseline, decreased heart
rate and contractility caused by burst stimulation, and increased heart rate and
contractility caused by dobutamine. Latency and amplitude of each component
were compared between these conditions.
All collected data was tested for normality with a Shapiro-Wilk test. Parametric
data is represented as mean ± SD, other data as median. A paired samples t-test
was performed to test the differences statistically with parametric data. With
other data a Wilcoxon Signed Rank test was used. Statistical significance was
tested at the 0.05 level.
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Figure 3.2: Individual recording of a CAP and the ensemble averaged signal of 100
CAPs. Noise levels for individual recordings were low enough to identify the
components from the individual CAPs. Ensemble averaging further reduced the noise
level. The stimulus artefact (at t=0) has been removed from the plot with a template.
Markers indicate latency determined based on the highest initial slope of the four
components: Aa (□), Ab (*), B (D) and Aind (◊). The components were distinguished
based on stimulus threshold. Example from pig 3.
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Figure 3.3: CAP at varying stimulation levels: 0.05 mA (-); 1 mA (…); and 5 mA (---).
The stimulus is applied at t=0. The stimulus artefact is reduced by subtracting a
template. The components Aa, Ab, B and Aind are indicated in the plot. Averages of 10
CAPs are shown at each stimulation amplitude. The arrow indicates peak-to-peak
amplitude of the Aind component. Example from pig 4.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 The indirect component
In thirteen out of fifteen pigs, the recorded CAP consisted of four components.
An example is shown in figure 3.3. In the other two pigs, the stimulus artefact
obscured the first three components, but the fourth component could be
identified. The distance between the stimulation site and the recording electrode
used for analyzing the CAPs was 4.1 to 6.0 cm.
The first two components had a low threshold (0.13 ± 0.08 mA for the first and
0.49 ± 0.40 mA for the second). These components were identified as Aa and
Ab respectively. The latency of the Aa component was 0.50 ± 0.34 ms and it
had a velocity of 73 ± 16 m/s. Analysis of the direction by looking at recordings
on consecutive electrodes showed it came from the direction of the stimulation
cuff.
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Latency of the Ab component was 1.08 ± 0.43 ms and velocity was 67 ± 20
m/s. It also came from the direction of the stimulation cuff.
The third component had the highest threshold (2.17 ± 1.27 mA) and was
identified as a component of B fibres. It had the lowest velocity (20 ± 9 m/s),
and a latency of 3.13 ± 1.41 ms. It came from the direction of the stimulation
cuff.
The fourth component had a threshold higher than that of the Aa component
and lower than that of the Ab component (0.16 ± 0.13 mA), but it had the
longest latency of all components (8.13 ± 1.12 ms). Velocity along the nerve
was estimated at 69 ± 17 m/s. Based on velocity, it was identified as coming
from A fibres. It came from the direction of the stimulation cuff.
The Aa, Ab and B component have a threshold, velocity and direction that
combined show that these are direct components. The fourth component,
however, comes from the direction of the stimulation electrode, but has a high
velocity that does not match its long latency and therefore it is an indirect
component. Since it is indirect and its velocity indicates that it comes from A
fibres, this component will be called Aind. A difference in latency and shape
between recordings from consecutive electrode cuffs, also supports that it is not
a far field potential (figure 3.4).
An overview of the amplitudes of all components as a function of stimulation
amplitude for all pigs is shown in figure 3.5.
In the four pigs in which an additional electrode cuff was placed on the right
vagus nerve, the Aind component was visible on both the left and right vagus
nerve when the left vagus nerve was stimulated (figure 3.6). The latency of the
Aind component on the right vagus nerve was 8.7 ± 0.6 ms, which is a difference
of -0.1 ± 1 ms with the latency on the left vagus nerve. The shape of the Aind
component was not identical on both nerves (figure 3.6). The Aa, Ab and B
components of the CAP did not occur on the right vagus nerve when the left
vagus nerve was stimulated.
In three pigs, the left vagus nerve was cut rostral to the electrodes at the end of
the experiment. All components were still present when electrical stimulation
was repeated. In two pigs the vagus nerve was subsequently cut caudal to the
electrodes. When electrical stimulation was repeated, the Aind component had
disappeared, but the other components were still present.
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Figure 3.4: Example of the CAP on the two cuffs on the left vagus nerve at a stimulation
amplitude of 0.5 mA. At this amplitude only the Aa and Aind components are present.
The stimulus artefact at t = 0 is removed from the plot by subtracting a template. The
delay between two consecutive electrode cuffs is approximately 1ms in this example for
the Aind component and about 0.5 ms for the Aa component. The distance between the
two recording sites was about 4.3 cm. Both the delay between electrode cuffs and the
difference in shape in the Aind component show that it is not a far field potential.
Example from pig 2.
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Figure 3.5: Components of the CAP at increasing stimulation amplitudes in all pigs
(n=15). Each bar represents the peak-to-peak amplitude of a component at a certain
stimulation amplitude. Components Ab and B did not occur at a stimulation amplitude
of 0.1mA in any of the pigs. Component B occurred at a stimulation amplitude of 1mA
in only one pig.
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Figure 3.6: Ensemble average plot of a CAP in the left (-) and right (--) vagus nerve
when stimulating the left vagus nerve at 300ms and 5mA. Only the fourth, indirect
component is visible in the right vagus nerve. Its shape differs from the left vagus nerve,
possibly due to a difference in dispersion. The latency of this component in the right
vagus nerve is 0.2 ms larger than in the left vagus nerve in this example. The stimulus
artefact (at t=0) has been removed from the plot by subtracting a template. Example
from pig 4.

3.3.2 The indirect component and burst stimulation
Measurements in which burst stimulation decreased heart rate by more than ten
percent were included in the analysis. Out of the fifteen pigs, seven pigs could
be included in this selection. For all these seven pigs, the stimulation parameters
that resulted in the highest decrease of heart rate were 50 Hz and 5 mA.
For each of the seven pigs, the CAPs during decreased heart rate caused by
burst stimulation were compared to the CAPs during baseline, i.e. at 1Hz
stimulation. Heart rate during burst stimulation was significantly decreased
compared to the baseline recordings (by 43 ± 33 %; P=0.01; n=7). In six out of
seven pigs contractility could be recorded, which showed a median decrease of
12 % with burst stimulation, which was statistically significant (P=0.03; n=6).
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During burst stimulation a longer latency (by 0.73 ± 0.5 ms) of the Aind
component was found in all seven pigs (see figure 3.7 for a typical example).
This effect was found statistically significant (P=0.01; n=7) with the paired ttest.
The B component showed an increase in latency (of 0.28 ± 0.11 ms) in four out
of the seven pigs. In one pig latency of the B component decreased by 0.5 ms.
In the other two pigs, the B component could not be distinguished. The effects
on latency of the B component were not statistically significant (P=0.445; n=5).
Latency of the Aa and Ab components of the CAP did not change with burst
stimulation. No significant change was observed in the amplitude of any
component.
When 1 Hz stimulation was repeated after burst stimulation, the latency of all
components returned to baseline values in all seven pigs.

Figure 3.7: Example of the effect of burst stimulation on the CAP. Stimulation in this
example decreased heart rate substantially. An increase in latency of the Aind
component (which occurs around t=8ms in this example) was found for all pigs (n=7).
The stimulus artefact (at t=0) has been removed from the plot by subtracting a template.
Example from pig 5.
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3.3 The indirect component and dobutamine
When dobutamine was added, in nine out of fifteen pigs heart rate increased by
more than ten percent and CAPs could be recorded. These nine pigs were
included in the analysis. Heart rate increased substantially (60 ± 36 %; P=0.001;
n=9). The increase in heart rate occurred gradually and a period of up to one
hour was needed for stabilization. Contractility showed a median increase of
72% (P=0.01; n=9).
For each of the nine pigs, the CAPs during increased heart rate caused by
dobutamine were compared to the CAPs during baseline, i.e. without
dobutamine. In all these nine pigs, latency of the Aind component decreased
(figure 3.8). The latency showed a median decrease of 0.26 ms. This effect was
statistically significant (P=0.01; n=9) with the Wilcoxon signed rank test. All
other components showed both increases and decreases in latency and these
changes were not significant. No significant change was observed in the
amplitude of any component.
Changes in latency of the Aind component are plotted in relation to changes in
heart rate and contractility caused by burst stimulation and dobutamine in figure
3.9.

Figure 3.8: Example of the effect of the administration of dobutamine on the CAP. A
decrease in latency of the Aind component (which occurs around t=8ms in this example)
was found for all pigs (n=9). The stimulus artefact (at t=0) has been removed from the
plot by subtracting a template. Example from pig 3.
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Figure 3.9: Overview of how latency of the Aind component changes when cardiac
parameters heart rate and contractility change. Symbols indicate change in contractility
during burst (* ; n=6) and dobutamine (+ ; n=9), and change in heart rate during burst
(v ; n=7) and dobutamine (c ; n=9). In all pigs, when heart rate and contractility
were decreased due to burst stimulation, latency of the Aind component was increased
(v and *). When heart rate and contractility were increased due to dobutamine, latency
of the Aind component was decreased in all pigs (c and +).

3.4 Discussion
In this chapter the evoked CAP in the cervical vagus nerve was studied. The
first question addressed was whether an indirect component from the periphery
or an indirect component from the brain stem could be found.
A component was found that had a low threshold, a high velocity, came from
the direction of the periphery and had a long latency. The latency of this
component does not match the low threshold and high velocity, which shows
that this component is an indirect component. It was called the Aind component.
When the left vagus nerve is stimulated, the Aind component occurs on both the
left and the right vagus nerve. The Aind component shows a difference in shape
and latency in recordings from different electrode sites, which excludes the
possibility that it is a far field potential. When electrical stimulation was
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repeated after the nerve was cut caudal to the electrodes in two pigs, the Aind
component had disappeared. This supports the conclusion that the Aind
component is not a result of direct stimulation. Based on these results, it can be
concluded that there is an indirect component in the evoked CAP, coming from
the periphery.
The threshold of the Aind component was in the range of thick myelinated fibres,
showing that these are the fibres that constitute the efferent pathway that
resulted in the Aind response. The threshold was close to that of the Aa fibres
(0.16 ± 0.13mA for the Aind component and 0.13 ± 0.08mA for the Aa
component), suggesting involvement of a fibre type in the low range of Aa
fibre diameter or the high range of Ab fibre diameter. In other words, the
efferent pathway of the Aind component comprises fibres with a diameter of
around 12mm. This means that cardiac efferent fibres may be involved, since
cardiac efferent and afferent vagal fibres range from 1 – 12 mm in diameter [2].
The velocity of the Aind component along the nerve gives an indication of the
fibre type involved in the afferent limb. Using the approximation that the fibre
diameter in mm equals one-sixth of the conduction velocity in m/s [9], the
velocity of 69 ± 17 m/s leads to an estimated fibre diameter of about 11 mm.
Again, this is within the range of cardiac vagal fibres.
A latency of 8.13 ± 1.12 ms was found for the Aind component. The length of
the vagus nerve from stimulation site to the heart was not measured in the
experiments, so we can only give a rough estimate on the feasibility of this
latency with the involvement of the neural network on the heart. Roughly
estimating the distance between the electrode cuffs and the heart at 25cm, it
would take approximately 3.5ms for the efferent limb to reach the heart and
3.6ms for the resulting component to go from the heart to the cuffs. This would
lead to a total latency of about 7.1ms, which is quite close to the latency found.
So the latency we found also matches a hypothetical response from the neural
network on the heart.
In the four pigs in which an additional electrode cuff was placed on the right
vagus nerve, the Aind component was visible on both the left and right vagus
nerve when the left vagus nerve was stimulated. The Aa, Ab and B components
of the CAP did not occur on the right vagus nerve when the left vagus nerve
was stimulated. Consequently, it can be concluded that the Aind component is
conducted through both the left and the right vagus nerve as a result of onesided vagus nerve stimulation.
The latency of the Aind component was not identical on both nerves, which can
be caused by differences in distance from the heart. The shape also differed,
which may be caused by differences in fibre distribution or dispersion.
The Aind response has not been reported in the literature before, even though the
vagal CAP has been studied. This may be because of the use of a tripolar
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derivation in other studies. Since the indirect component is dispersed and fast,
the second order temporal and spatial derivatives are relatively small. Therefore
the tripolar derivation of the signal is also relatively small, in contrast to the
average reference derivation we used. We showed this in an earlier publication
by calculating the tripolar derivation from the average reference recording [10].
Therefore, it may have been missed in other studies due to the use of a tripolar
derivation, as may for example have been the case in [11].
Alternatively, it may have been misclassified as a slow response of C fibres in
other studies. For example, in a study by Evans et al. [12], who used a bipolar
hook electrode to record the CAPs in humans, a C-fibre response was found. In
two out of four patients, the response they classified as coming from C fibres
based on latency, was observed at the smallest stimulus amplitude (0.25 mA)
and increased little with an increase in stimulus current. This low threshold does
not match a C fibre response and therefore it may have been an Aind response.
An indirect component coming from the brain stem was not found. No
components were observed that travelled in the direction of the periphery, and
no components disappeared when the nerve was cut rostral to the electrodes.
The hypothesized indirect component coming from the brain stem would have
been the result of the baroreceptor reflex. Fibres from aortic arch baroreceptors
constitute the afferent limb of the reflex. These afferent fibres mainly consist of
fibres with a diameter of 4µm or 10µm [2]. Fibres of this diameter and smaller
have been activated in our experiments, which shows that a lack of stimulation
current intensity was not the reason why we did not find an indirect component
coming from the brain stem. The component we expected to record (the efferent
limb) would come from small diameter myelinated fibres [13]. The amplitude of
these fibres is small, which may be the reason why we did not detect an indirect
component coming from the brainstem.
Another interpretation is that electrical stimulation of the cervical vagus nerve
does not lead to a reflexive efferent response. Alternatively, anaesthetics may
have repressed the cardiac reflexes [14].
No response from C fibres was observed, even though these unmyelinated
fibres are present in the cervical vagus nerve [2]. Stimulation amplitude may
have been too low to evoke a C fibre response [15]. As an example, Tosato et
al.[11], who used an experimental setup similar to ours, found C fibre responses
at stimulation amplitudes of at least 9mA. This is much higher than the 5mA we
used in this study. The amplitude of 5mA was high enough to affect the heart,
which shows that relevant cardiac vagal fibres were activated. Higher
amplitudes may be used in future studies, to obtain a more complete picture of
the vagal CAP.
The Aind component has a latency that is similar to the latency of a C fibre
response, but stimulation threshold and velocity show that it does not originate
from C fibres. The stimulation threshold of the Aind component is 0.16 ±
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0.13mA, while the threshold for C fibres in this setup would be at least 9 mA
[11]. The Aind component has a velocity of 69 ± 17 m/s, while C fibres have a
velocity of less than 2 m/s [1].
The second question addressed in this chapter was whether the indirect
component depends on the state of the cardiovascular system. To assess this,
latency and amplitude of the Aind component was compared between baseline,
decreased heart rate and contractility caused by burst stimulation, and increased
heart rate and contractility caused by dobutamine. Latency of the Aind
component was increased when heart rate and contractility were lowered by
burst stimulation. The CAPs recorded during increased heart rate and
contractility caused by dobutamine consistently showed a decreased latency of
the Aind component. This may indicate that changes in the loop via the intrinsic
cardiac network lead to a change in relay time of the indirect component, which
results in a change in latency of the Aind component.
However, it can not be excluded with the current experimental setup that
influences from other organs are a cause. Since the gastrointestinal tract has an
intrinsic nervous system [16], an indirect component from the periphery could
also originate there. However, vagal abdominal fibres have a diameter of less
than 6mm [2], which does not match the threshold, velocity and latency of our
Aind component. To the best of our knowledge, no other organs that are
innervated by the vagus nerve have an intrinsic nervous system. The lungs,
larynx, and the oesophagus are other organs that are innervated by the vagus
nerve and whose fibres are present at the cervical level. Possible involvement of
the lungs in the Aind component is ruled out, since efferent bronchial fibres have
a diameter of less than 4 mm [2]. A response coming from these fibres would
have a much higher threshold. The larynx also cannot be involved, since it has
little to no afferent vagal innervation [17]. Afferent fibres of the oesophagus are
no thicker than C or Ad fibres [18], which also have a lower velocity than found
for the Aind component. This leaves the heart as the most likely source of the
Aind component.
It is known that repetitive burst stimulation itself can lead to an increased
latency of CAPs, due to hyperpolarisation of the membranes [19]. However, it
is unlikely that this was the cause of the increased latency of the Aind
component, since myelinated fibres do not typically show such activity
dependent changes [20] and a shift in latency occurs in neither the Aa nor the
Ab component. Another thing to consider is that stimulation in the analyzed
recordings was performed at a level substantially above fibre threshold. This
means that variations in recruitment characteristics – which can occur around
fibre threshold – also can not have caused the observed changes.
Changes in Aa, Ab and B components were also observed in the recordings
with dobutamine added, but were neither consistent nor significant. These
changes may be due to changes that occurred in time, since the recordings at
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baseline condition and with dobutamine were made more than an hour apart in
most pigs.
Although our results suggest that the Aind component has a cardiovascular
origin, at this point there is no undisputable evidence that the Aind component is
related to the cardiovascular system. The effects of changes in the state of the
cardiovascular system on the Aind component need to be further examined.
Influences of other organs on the vagus nerve should be excluded by blocking
or cutting all non-cardiac vagal branches. Alternatively, pharmacological
blockage of selected vagal cardiac branches via atropine administration or
baroreflex denervation may be used to study the effect of these interventions on
the evoked components.
The link with pathological conditions is of special interest, because of the
clinical applications it provides. For example, arrhythmias and ischemia can
influence the intrinsic cardiac nervous system [21], which may lead to changes
in the indirect component. Changes in the neurocardiac system have been
related to pathological conditions such as ischemia, arrhythmias and congestive
heart failure [22-25]. Monitoring the neurocardiac system to detect these events
has many potential clinical applications. We propose to use the evoked CAP of
the cervical vagus nerve as an indicator of the neurocardiac system.

3.5 Conclusions
An indirect response occurs in both the left and right vagus nerve when
stimulating at the cervical level. This indirect component originates in the
periphery. Possibly, it is transmitted via the neural network on the heart.
With decreased heart rate and contractility, caused by burst stimulation, the Aind
component had a longer latency. When the cardiovascular system is influenced
by using dobutamine, the Aind component had a shorter latency. The latency of
the Aind component of the CAP may be related to the state of the cardiovascular
system. This needs to be further explored.
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Abstract
In this chapter a computer model is used to recreate a dispersed component that
was previously observed in the evoked compound action potential on the pig
vagus nerve. It is hypothesized that this dispersed component is the result of a
summation of single fibre action potentials that have varying latencies. In the
animal experiments, the average reference method was used for recording, and
the dispersed component was strongly reduced on the centre electrode in a cuff
with three rings.
A summation of 500 simulated single fibre action potentials with varying
latencies resulted in a dispersed component if their arrival times in the cuff were
non-random. The width and amplitude of the dispersed component could be
influenced by the number of fibres, arrival time pattern and fibre diameter
range. The simulated dispersed component was observed to a similar extent on
all three electrodes in a cuff with three rings.
The occurrence of a dispersed, fast neural component can be explained by the
hypothesized physiological origin of a dispersed burst of single fibre action
potentials. The fact that the simulated dispersed component was similar on the
centre electrode and the outer electrodes using the computer model does not
support this hypothesis.
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4.1 Introduction
We have analyzed the evoked compound action potential (CAP) of the vagus
nerve in previous animal experiments [1]. A component was found in the
evoked CAP that had a high velocity along the nerve but a long latency, from
which we concluded that this was an indirect component [1]. It came from the
periphery, i.e. it emanated from an afferent pathway. We hypothesized that
since the vagus nerve is involved in reflexive control, electrical stimulation of
the vagus nerve may result in indirect components relating to reflexive loops.
For example, the baroreceptor reflex is a reflexive loop that possibly leads to
indirect components when electrically stimulating the vagus nerve, either from
the brain stem (the efferent path) or from the heart (the afferent path).
Because of its high velocity along the nerve, we hypothesized that the indirect
component is a result of a summation of single fibre action potentials from
thick, myelinated fibres.
In the animal experiments, the velocity found along the nerve was about 70m/s
[1]. The approximation that the fibre diameter in mm equals one-sixth of the
conduction velocity in m/s [2] led to an estimated fibre diameter of about
11 mm. This is within the range of cardiac vagal fibre diameters, which have
been estimated between 1 and 12 mm [3]. The indirect component had a
dispersed shape, which we interpreted as it being a component that resulted
from a summation of action potentials with varying delays.
The average reference method [4] was used for recording in our animal
experiments, which uses the average of all recorded channels and subtracts this
from each channel separately. It is not yet commonly used for peripheral nerve
recording, in contrast to a tripolar configuration, in which the average signal of
the two outer electrodes are subtracted from the centre electrode. We chose to
use the average reference method, because it allows signals to be recorded from
each electrode site on the cuff separately, instead of one channel from each
three electrodes as with a tripolar configuration. This is especially suitable for
improving spatial selectivity, or for multiple-electrode configurations such as
proposed by [5] for velocity-selective filtering. It allows direction and velocity
of signals to be determined within a multiple electrode cuff, by dividing the
time it takes for a component of the CAP to go from one electrode to the next
by the distance between the two electrodes. This could also be achieved with
multiple tripolar configurations, but would then require more electrodes. Space
along the nerve is generally limited by anatomical constraints, which makes the
average reference method a better choice because fewer electrodes, thus smaller
cuff length is needed for velocity and direction measurements.
The component was strongly reduced with a tripolar derivation and on the
centre electrode in the average reference configuration, possibly because this
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configuration records the second order spatial derivative. A dispersed shape that
has a close to linear field in the cuff will be strongly reduced with such a
derivation.
In the current chapter, a computer model of single fibre action potentials is used
to test our hypotheses on the physiological origin of the indirect component and
to seek an explanation for the difference found between the signals recorded
with the three electrodes in an average reference configuration in the animal
experiments. The fibre model by Wesselink [6] was chosen, because of its
accurate fit to human nerve fibre characteristics.

4.2 Methods
4.2.1 The computer model
A myelinated nerve fibre can be modelled as point current sources, located at
the nodes of Ranvier [5,13,18]. To simulate action potentials of a myelinated
nerve, the model of Wesselink, Holsheimer and Boom is used in this chapter
[6]. The main equations and parameters of this model are described in the
Appendix. To generate an action potential, a voltage field that would result from
a monophasic stimulus of amplitude 5mA and pulse width 300µs was added at
one end of the modelled nerve, 2 cm from the cuff’s beginning. The nodal
currents were calculated by integrating the differential equations using the Euler
method with a step size of 1µs.
The signal recorded by the cuff electrode can be calculated as the sum of the
signals from each current source inside the cuff [7]. A one-dimensional model
can be used, when assuming that the intracellular and extracellular currents flow
only in axial directions inside the cuff. The one-dimensional model has been
shown to be a good approximation of a three-dimensional model [8-9]. A
weight function w(x) can be used to calculate the contribution from a current
source to the recorded signal [7]. The single fibre action potential (SFAP) that is
recorded as a result of an action current from a nerve fibre in the cuff can be
calculated as follows:
Nn

SFAP( t ) = å I ac ( x n , t ) w ( x n )

(4.1)

n =1

Where Iac(xn,t) is the action current at a position xn at time t, with n the node
number. w(xn) is the weight function at position xn. Nn is the number of nodes
modelled, which is equal to the nerve length divided by the length of the
internode plus the node length. Length of the nerve (Lnerve) can be chosen as any
length long enough to accommodate placement of a nerve cuff. Length of the
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internode (Linternode) depends linearly on fibre diameter (100*D) [6-7,13-14],
while node length (Lnode) is constant at 1.5µm [8]:
Nn =

L nerve
L int ernode + L node

(4.2)

The weight function depends on cuff dimensions and electrode position [7, 10].
To determine the weight function of a tripolar or average reference derivation,
first the weight function of a monopolar electrode configuration is determined.
In case of a monopolar configuration, the weight function can be calculated by
applying the reciprocity theorem [11], assuming the injection of a current at the
electrode (figure 4.1b).

Figure 4.1: a. A monopolar cuff electrode. b. Effective resistive loading of electrode at
position xe if a current ie were injected at this electrode. R 1 =

R2 =

L cuff - x e
2
p * rcuff
* sz

xe
2
p * rcuff
* sz

and

, with parameters as in equation (4.6) c. Resulting calculated

weight function. Adapted from [9]
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Since we assumed a one-dimensional conduction within the cuff and a single
specific longitudinal conductivity of the tissue within the cuff, w(xn) follows
(figure 4.1c) [3,13,17]:
w ( x ) = w max f ( x )
(4.3)
With
x (L
- xe )
(4.4)
w max = R e e cuff
L cuff
Where Lcuff is the length of the cuff, Re the longitudinal resistance in the cuff, x
the position along the longitudinal axis of the cuff and xe the electrode position.
f (x) =

f (x) =

x
for 0 < x < xe
xe
L cuff - x
for xe < x < Lcuff
L cuff - x e

(4.5)

Re can be calculated as follows:
L cuff
Re =
(4.6)
2
p * rcuff
* sz
With rcuff the radius of the cuff and σz the axial conductivity set at 1 (ohm.m)-1
[8].
The monopolar weight functions were used to calculate the weight function for
the average reference configuration (4.7) and the tripolar configuration (4.8):
1 ne
å w i , k = 1…ne
n e i =1
1
1
= w 2 - w1 - w 3
2
2

w ar ,k = w k -

(4.7)

w trip

(4.8)

with ne the number of electrodes on the cuff, war,k the weight function for
electrode k of the average reference method, wk and wi the weight function for
the monopolar electrode number k and i respectively. With these weight
functions it can be shown that the only difference between the tripolar
derivation and the centre electrode in the average reference configuration is a
factor 2/3.

war , 2 = w2 -
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4.2.2 Simulation protocol
For all simulations, fibre diameter was 11µm, cuff length was 15mm, cuff
radius was 1mm and electrode positions were 3.5mm, 7.5mm and 11.5mm
respectively from the cuff’s end.
The recorded signals were compared between the three electrodes of the
average reference configuration. To compare the shape of the SFAP between
the electrodes, the maximum to minimum peak-to-peak recorded amplitude
(Vpp), the number of phases and the duration of the SFAP were analyzed.
The indirect evoked component was modelled from a summation of SFAPs that
entered the cuff within a small time window, but not simultaneously. We used
an inhomogeneous Poisson process with varying values for λ, to determine the
delays. A Poisson process describes the distribution of arrivals, in our case the
arrival of a SFAP in the cuff. In a Poisson process, the wait time for the next
arrival has an exponential probability distribution function:

F (t ) = 1 - e - lt

(4.10)

with λ the arrival rate.
Using (4.10), the time to the next arrival can be calculated, with u defined as a
random variable from a uniform distribution between 0 and 1:
1
t = - ln(u )
(4.11)
l
Due to the memoryless property of the Poisson process the time to each next
arrival can be calculated with (4.11), independent of previous arrivals. The
arrival rate λ was calculated by dividing the expected number of action
potentials by the time window length during which they occur. The number of
SFAPs was set at 500, based on the number of fibres in the vagus nerve that
have a diameter of 10µm or larger [3]. The total time in which the SFAPs
entered the cuff (tmax) was set at 5ms. During this time window, λ was increased
and decreased:

f (t) =

æ t -0.5*t max ö
-ç
÷
t
ø
e è

l( t ) = f ( t ) * K ( t)

2

(4.12)
(4.13)

With f a bell-shaped function with a maximum at 0.5*tmax. This function is
scaled in (4.13) with factor K to yield a bell-shaped pattern of λ that results in
the above mentioned total number of SFAPs. The λ pattern was varied by
varying time constant τ between 1 ms and tmax. The value for the next arrival
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time was either calculated as 1/λ, or in a random condition using (4.11). The
effects of the λ patterns and the recording configuration on the dispersed
component’s shape (number of phases and width), and amplitude (Vpp) were
analyzed.

4.3 Results
Integration of the differential equations described in the appendix resulted in
nodal currents and transmembrane potentials, an example of which is shown for
an 11µm fibre in figure 4.2, which corresponds with the result shown by
Wesselink [6].
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Figure 4.2: Transmembrane potential (top) and action current (bottom) for a fibre with
a diameter of 11µm. Example from a node located 90 internodal distances from the
stimulus.
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The shape of a recorded SFAP vary between the electrodes of the average
reference method (figure 4.3). The SFAPs recorded with the outer electrodes in
the average reference method have four phases instead of three with the centre
electrode. This is reflected in their weight functions by the extra phase (figure
4.3). The SFAPs had a width of 0.4 ms, 0.3 ms and 0.4 ms for the three
electrodes respectively. The Vpp values are also comparable between the three
electrodes, at 0.033 µV, 0.030 µV and 0.030 µV respectively.
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Figure 4.3: SFAPs (top) and weight functions (bottom) for the average reference
method. The cuff is shown with the weight functions for reference. Fibre diameter was
11 µm, cuff length was 15 mm, cuff radius was 1 mm and electrode positions were 3.5
mm, 7.5 mm and 11.5 mm respectively from the cuff’s end. At t=0 the nerve was
stimulated at x = 0, which is 2 cm from the cuff electrode.
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Figure 4.4: Simulating the dispersed component in the non-random condition (left
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recorded CAP with λ pattern as in the top row, with the centre electrode (electrode 2)
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A dispersed indirect component of an evoked CAP was modelled. Figure 4.4
shows an example of the simulated component for both the centre electrode and
the outer electrodes of the average reference configuration. The recorded
component varies little between the electrodes. In the non-random condition,
when the arrival rate λ was increased and decreased during the time window,
creating a bell shape (figure 4.4), the recorded component showed a dispersed
shape around the centre of the time window (figure 4.4), which is similar to the
animal experimental results (figure 4.5). Amplitude of the simulated component
is about 0.01 µV to 0.02 µV, a little less than the Vpp of a single SFAP and
lower than the animal experimental result. The width of the simulated
component is around 1ms, whereas the animal experimental result shows a
wider component. Also in contrast to the animal experimental results, the
simulated component was observed on all three electrodes. The modelled
dispersed component can be made to resemble the animal experimental result
more in amplitude by increasing the number of SFAPs (figure 4.6). The width
of the component can be increased by adding SFAPs of thicker and thinner
fibres, since these are recorded before and after the original response
respectively (figure 4.6). When the SFAP timing was randomized (figure 4.4),
the distinct shape disappeared and a noisy signal was recorded (figure 4.4).
Standard deviation of this noisy signal was about 0.04 µV, which is a little
higher than once the SFAP Vpp.
The modelled dispersed component is influenced by varying τ, the parameter
that shapes the bell-shaped pattern of arrival time λ. When τ is decreased, the
bell-shaped pattern of λ, as shown in figure 4.4, becomes narrower (figure 4.7).
For values of τ between 1 ms and 2 ms, the resulting component is a summation
of almost simultaneous SFAPs, giving the width of a SFAP (around 0.4 ms,
figure 4.8), and an amplitude of a summation of 500 SFAPs (around 15 µV,
figure 4.8). When the random condition is used for the calculation of λ, an
increase in τ above 2 ms leads to a signal similar to spontaneous neural activity
with a slight increase of activity in the middle of the bell shape (as in figure
4.4). There is no longer a component to determine width and amplitude from. In
the non-random condition, when τ is increased above 2 ms the SFAPs add up to
a dispersed component (as in figure 4.4) with a larger width than the SFAP and
a smaller but non-zero amplitude. For all parameter settings, a dispersed
component was found either with all electrodes in the average reference
method, or with none of the electrodes.
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Figure 4.5: Example of an animal experimental result obtained from a pig of an indirect
response in the evoked compound action potential. The component was more
pronounced on an outer ring electrode, than on the centre ring electrode using the
average reference configuration.
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amplitude increases because the number of SFAPs is increased. The component’s width
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Figure 4.8: Effect of τ (as in equation (4.13)) on the width (top panels) and amplitude
(bottom panels) of the component when λ is determined in the random condition (right
panels) or non-random condition (left panels). For values of τ between 1 ms and 2 ms,
the resulting component is a summation of almost simultaneous SFAPs, giving the width
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amplitude from. In the non-random condition, the SFAPs add up to a dispersed
component with a larger width than the SFAP (top left panel) and a smaller but nonzero amplitude (top right panel).
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4.4 Discussion
A burst of SFAPs with a bell shaped pattern of arrival times λ resulted in a
dispersed component. If timing of subsequent SFAPs is randomized, a noisy
signal results and no clear component is observed. This means that cancellation
of the SFAP signals occurs when the random condition is used. If the bell shape
of the λ pattern is made smaller, dispersion is reduced and only the SFAP shape
remains, as is the case for regular CAP recording. This shows that there is only
a small range of burst characteristics that leads to a dispersed component. The
amplitude and width of the modelled component are smaller than in the animal
experimental results. The amplitude of the indirect component increases when
the number of SFAPs is increased. The width of the component can be
increased by adding SFAPs that have a larger diameter range or enter the cuff
over a larger range of arrival times. The maximum amplitude and width of the
component is limited by the number of SFAPs in the model, since it is assumed
that each fibre creates a SFAP only once in the considered time window and can
therefore be used only once to add width when timed correctly. A number of
500 SFAPs was used, since this approximates the number of large myelinated
fibres in the vagus nerve and it was assumed that each fibre fires only once in
the evoked component. The difference between the modelled component and
the animal experimental results may indicate that more fibres than the 500
assumed contribute to the indirect component, that a larger population of fibre
diameters contributes to the component, or that each fibre fires multiple times
after one electrical stimulus. This may be the case when the response occurs via
a neuronal network.
A dispersed component was recorded in the non-random condition, but not in
the random condition. In the random condition a narrow non-dispersed
component could be modelled only with small values of τ. For larger values of τ
the resulting signal resembled spontaneous neural activity. It is unlikely that the
arrival times of SFAPs in the cuff are completely non-random and follow the
pattern of a bell-shape exactly when they originate from the neural network on
the heart, which may result in various latencies. However, if the component is
evoked after an electrical stimulus, the response may be synchronized because
of the electrical pulse and the arrival times may be less randomized than.
Therefore, it is feasible that the modelled dispersed component as presented in
this chapter resembles a physiological process.
The model shows that in case the component is the result of a burst of SFAPs
with varying latencies, the centre electrode recorded the dispersed component
with a similar amplitude as the outer electrodes. A notable difference between
the animal experiments and our computer model is that in the animal
experiments the dispersed component was strongly reduced on the centre
electrode. This could indicate that the parameter values used in our model to
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reproduce the dispersed component did not match the physiological situation, or
that the hypothesized physiological origin, i.e. a burst of SFAPs with varying
latencies, is not correct.
Potentially the indirect component is not a result of evoked nerve activity, but
originates from nearby muscular activity (e.g. from the larynx). Interference
from outside the cuff, such as from active muscles, can be reduced by a tripolar
derivation [12-14]. This is because the potential field inside a cuff generated by
a source outside the cuff changes linearly with position, which is rejected by a
tripolar derivation [15]. The weight function of a tripolar derivation (equation
4.8) shows that the interference will be zero. The interference will also be zero
on the centre electrode in the average reference configuration, since its
derivation is identical except for a factor of 2/3 (equation 4.9). This could
explain why in the animal experiment the indirect component was reduced on
the centre electrode compared to the outer electrodes using the average
reference configuration.

4.5 Conclusions
The occurrence of a dispersed, fast neural component can be explained by the
hypothesized physiological origin of a dispersed burst of fast SFAPs of nonrandom nature. The fact that the simulated dispersed component was similar on
the centre electrode and the outer electrodes does not support this hypothesis.

Appendix
Equations and parameters to model action potential conduction, as described in
[6].
Equations
a m = 4.6 ´ 10 3 (V + 18.4) /(1 - e ( -18.4-V ) / 10.3 )
b m = 0.33 ´ 10 3 (-22.7 - V) /(1 - e ( V + 22.7 ) / 9.16 )
a h = 0.21 ´ 10 3 (-111 - V) /(1 - e ( V +111) / 11 )
b h = 14.1 ´ 10 3 /(1 + e ( -28.8- V ) / 13.4 )
a n = 51.7(V + 93.2) /(1 - e ( -93.2- V ) / 1.1 )
b n = 92(-76 - V) /(1 - e ( V + 76) / 10.5 )
dm / dt = a m (1 - m) - b m m
dh / dt = a h (1 - h ) - b h h
dn / dt = a n (1 - n ) - b n n
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i Na = m 3 hp Na VF 2 ( Na o - Na i e VF / RT ) / RT (1 - e VF / RT )
i K = n 4 g K ( V - VK )
i L = g L (V - VL )
i ion = i Na + i K + i L
i c = c m dV / dt
I mem = (i ion + i c )pdl
m(0) = 0.0382
h (0) = 0.6986
n (0) = 0.2563
Parameters
D = fibre diameter [m]
L = internodal length [m]
l = nodal length [m]
d = axon diameter [m], estimated as 0.6*D [8]
cm = membrane capacity, 0.028 F/m2
gL = leakage conductance, 600 S/m2
pNa = sodium permeability, 0.0704 dm3/m2s
gK = potassium conductance, 300 S/m2
ρa = intra-axonal resistance, 0.33 Ωm
VL = leakage equilibrium potential, -84.14 mV
VNa = sodium equilibrium potential, 43.7 mV
Nao = sodium concentration outside cell, 154 mM
Nai = sodium concentration inside cell, 30mM
VK = potassium equilibrium potential, -84 mV
F = Faraday constant, 96485 C/mole
R = gas constant, 8.3144 J/K mole
T = absolute temperature, 310.15 K
iNa = sodium current [A/m2]
iK = potassium current [A/m2]
iL =leakage current [A/m2]
iion = total ionic current [A/m2]
ic = capacitive current [A/m2]
Imem = total nodal membrane current [A]
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This chapter concerns additional insights related to our hypothesis on the
physiological origin of an additional component found in the evoked compound
action potential (CAP) of the vagus nerve, as published previously [1]. We
hypothesized that this component emanates from the heart neuronal network.
Additional experiments indicate that the larynx is involved.
An additional component was found in the evoked CAP that had a high velocity
along the nerve (about 70 m/s) but a long latency, from which we concluded
that this was an indirect neuronal component. The component’s direction along
the nerve showed that it came from the periphery, suggesting an afferent
pathway. This additional component was recorded on the left and right vagus
nerve simultaneously after unilateral stimulation, which possibly indicates a
bilateral reflexive pathway. The shape was dispersed and the component was
strongly reduced when a tripolar derivation was taken. The tripolar derivation
takes a second order spatial derivative of a dispersed signal. A dispersed shape
that is wider than the cuff will have a close to linear field in the cuff and will be
strongly reduced with such a derivation. This also explains why this signal was
not reported in the literature before.
Important arguments that were used in [1] that supported the hypothesis of the
component being of cardiovascular origin are: the effects of heart rate, blood
pressure and contractility on the component’s latency. Dobutamine was
administered to increase heart rate, blood pressure and contractility and it
decreased the component’s latency. In unpublished experiments, burst vagal
nerve stimulation (50 Hz, 1-10 mA) was used to reduce heart rate, blood
pressure and contractility which led to a simultaneously increased latency of the
component. It was hypothesized that changes in the signals generated by the
heart neuronal network caused these latency effects.
To further elucidate the physiological origin of this component, additional
experiments were performed. In this chapter we present the results of two
experiments in which the influence of the larynx on the recorded signal was
examined. In two pigs, the left cervical vagus nerve was electrically stimulated
at 1 Hz and recorded from using cuff electrodes as described previously [1]. On
the left side, the superior laryngeal nerve, the recurrent laryngeal nerve and the
vagus nerve caudal to the electrodes were cut consecutively, while vagus nerve
recording and electrical stimulation was continued at a level that elicited a CAP
after each stimulus.
In both pigs, the CAP was recorded including the additional component. Cutting
the superior laryngeal nerve did not affect the number of components or the
amplitude of the CAP. After cutting the recurrent laryngeal nerve the additional
component had disappeared in both pigs. Cutting the vagus nerve after the
superior and recurrent laryngeal nerves were cut did not further influence the
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CAP. These results show involvement of the recurrent laryngeal nerve in the
additional component of the CAP.
We present various arguments in favour of a muscular or neuronal origin. An
argument for a neuronal origin of the CAP component is that it has a velocity of
approximately 40 m/s along the nerve, which was estimated from relative delays
of the component both within the cuff and between two cuffs [1]. This is not
reflective of conduction along the muscle, since typical muscle conduction
velocity is in the range of 2 to 5 m/s [2]. Alternatively, if the component would
be of muscular origin the activity may be recorded almost simultaneously on all
electrodes. However, an apparent fast conduction velocity, characteristic of
thicker myelinated fibres may result from superposition of a relatively slow B
or C nerve fibre response on the muscular signal. Such a slow response
remained after cutting the recurrent laryngeal nerve.
Another argument is the CAP component’s latency of about 8 ms, which was
used as an indication of the distance from which the component had originated,
leading to the heart neuronal network as a feasible source [1]. However, the
latency also matches the time it takes for a laryngeal muscular contraction to
occur after cervical vagus stimulation [3].The reduced amplitude with a tripolar
derivation supports the hypothesis that the component is of muscular origin,
since tripolar derivations are known to reduce muscular interference [4-6].
Moreover, the observed change in the component’s latency with changes in
heart rate, blood pressure and contractility may or may not have a causal
relation. The effect on the heart may influence the recorded component at the
point where the recurrent laryngeal nerve loops around the large arteries and
aorta [7], either by neural connections or mechanical compression. However,
the possibility of a muscular origin can also not be rejected, since dobutamine
may have decreased the latency of muscular contraction, by increasing muscular
contractility [8-9].The effects of burst stimulation on the latency could be due to
muscle fatigue [10].
Finally, the dispersed shape of the CAP component may be the result of a
summation of fast and narrow single fibre action potentials, with varying
delays. However, the shape also resembles an evoked muscular response of the
larynx, which also has a dispersed shape and a width of a few milliseconds [3].
The component was observed on both the left and right vagus nerve
approximately simultaneously when stimulating on one side, which could be
explained by a bilateral neural reflexive loop via the heart neuronal network. A
bilateral neural pathway also exists through the recurrent laryngeal nerves, via
the neuronal plexus at the level of the trachea [11]. The recorded component
possibly travelled via this pathway. The bilateral component may also be
explained as muscular activity from the larynx, since this would be conducted
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simultaneously trough the tissue on both sides. An evoked muscular response
can result from stimulation on either the left or right vagus nerve.
At this point, it is certain that the pathway of the additional CAP component as
reported in [1] involves the recurrent laryngeal nerve. However, it remains
unclear whether it is of neuronal or muscular origin.
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Abstract
The vagus nerve is involved in reflexive control of the cardiovascular system.
However, in the evoked compound action potential of the vagus nerve, no
reflexive components coming from the brain stem have been observed. In this
chapter, wire electrodes and recordings in animals that are awake were used in
an attempt to find such reflexive components. In one out of three pigs a
component from the direction of the brain was found with wire electrodes under
anaesthesia. In one out of five pigs such a component was found when the pig
was awake. These results suggest that reflexive components coming from the
brain are present in the evoked compound action potential, but are challenging
to record.
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6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, evoked vagal responses are studied for their possible link to
cardiovascular control. The response of fibres in the vagus nerve, evoked by
electrical stimulation, has been studied in both animals and humans [1-3]. These
compound action potentials (CAPs) consist of components, which emanate
from thick, myelinated fibres to thin, unmyelinated fibres. The vagus nerve is
involved in reflexive control of the heart; therefore the evoked CAP potentially
contains reflexive components of cardiac fibres. Such components may be
relevant as input to a closed-loop vagal stimulator for cardiovascular disease. In
our previous research, we hypothesized that stimulating the afferent limb of the
baroreceptor reflex would results in a reflexive component in the CAP from the
efferent limb of the baroreceptor reflex. However, reflexive components coming
from the brain stem were not found [4]. One possible explanation for this result
is that the signals from the efferent limb of the baroreceptor reflex have an
amplitude too low to record with our method of whole nerve recording, since
they are of the small diameter myelinated kind [5]. To overcome this, in the
current study we attempted to record small amplitude signals with a wire
electrode inserted into the nerve. Alternatively, the reflexive components may
have been suppressed by anaesthetics [6]. We recorded evoked CAPs in pigs
that were awake to address this possibility.

6.2 Methods
The experiments were performed in eight female Dutch Landrace pigs. The pig
was premedicated with 0.5 mg/kg Morphine 20 minutes before induction with
3mg/kg Zoletil (Telazol) and 0.5 mg/kg xylazine. The pig was anesthetized with
a combination of isoflurane (1 – 1.5%) and fentanyl (6-10 μg/kg/hr). The left
vagus nerve was dissected free from surrounding tissue at the cervical level.
Two cuff electrodes with three circular electrode sites were used for electrical
stimulation and recording respectively, with the recording cuff cranial to the
stimulation cuff (figure 6.1a). Electrical nerve stimulation was performed with a
custom-made stimulator, with a train of 30 individual pulses (1 Hz, 300 µs, 0.15 mA). Neural recordings were amplified with a TMSi Refa amplifier (TMS
international, Oldenzaal, The Netherlands). The data were sampled at 20 kHz
and stored on a laptop using PortiLab2 software (TMS international, Oldenzaal,
The Netherlands). In three pigs, three wire electrodes were inserted into the
vagus nerve cranially to the cuff electrodes to record neural signals (figure
6.1b). After a stimulus train was delivered to the nerve, the nerve was cut
cranially to the electrodes and another stimulus train was delivered. Next, the
nerve was cut caudally to the electrodes and another stimulus train was
delivered to the nerve.
The other five pigs were awoken after implantation of the cuff electrodes. The
next day, while the pig was awake, recordings of CAPs were made.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of the experimental setup with two cuff electrodes
(a), and with the addition of wire electrodes (b).

The signals were analyzed offline in Matlab R2007a (The Mathworks Inc.).
Using the stimulation artefacts as reference points, CAPs from the same
stimulation train were ensemble averaged. A component in the CAP was
identified as such, if it occurred after each stimulus before ensemble averaging
and had an amplitude after ensemble averaging of at least two times the
standard deviation of the signal before the stimulus. Latency of each component
of the CAP was determined as the time between the stimulus artefact and the
highest initial slope of a component. Velocity and direction along the nerve
were derived from CAPs recorded at consecutive electrode sites (chapter three,
[4]).

6.3 Results
Using wire electrodes, in one out of three pigs a component of the CAP was
found that was not observed in our previous study with cuff electrodes (figure
6.2). It had a latency of about 37 ms. It disappeared when the nerve was cut
cranially to the electrodes. Direction and velocity could not be determined from
this recording, because only one wire recorded the component. The component
was observed at a stimulation amplitude of 5 mA. The exact threshold could not
be determined, because in this pig a signal was only recorded in the recording
with a stimulation amplitude of 5 mA.
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Figure 6.2: Recording with wire electrodes. The box indicates a component that
disappeared when the nerve was cut caudal to the electrodes.

Additional components to that found during the anesthetized condition were
found in three out of the five pigs when the pig was awake. One additional
component was found in two pigs, at 20 ms and 23 ms respectively. In the third
pig, two additional components were found at 15 ms and 27 ms respectively
(figure 6.3). Only the component with a latency of 27 ms in the third pig came
from the direction of the brain. This component had a velocity of 7 m/s and a
threshold between 0.1 mA and 1 mA. The other additional components had a
low velocity between 2 m/s and 6 m/s. The threshold for these components was
below 1.5 mA.
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Figure 6.3: Recording in a pig when anesthetized (top) compared to a recording when
the pig was awake (bottom). In this pig, two components were found that were not
present in the anesthetized pigs. The boxes indicate these components. The component
with the thick box came from the direction of the brain.
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6.4 Discussion
In only one out of three pigs where a wire electrode was used, a component was
found that was not observed with cuff electrodes in anesthetized recordings.
This component disappeared when the nerve was cut cranially to the electrodes,
showing that this component came from the direction of the brain. It is likely
part of a reflexive loop from the brain stem, which was interrupted when the
nerve was cut. It was only observed when inserting a wire electrode, possibly
because it originates from small diameter fibres which generate small amplitude
signals. This signal may be obscured by larger signals when a whole nerve
recording is made with a cuff electrode. Threshold and velocity could not be
analyzed in this recording, making it unclear what fibre type originated this
response. The lack of additional components in the other two pigs may be
explained by the difference in wire positioning in the nerve and variations in
fibre distribution.
In recordings made in the pigs that were awake, additional components to the
anesthetized condition were found in three out of five pigs. It was concluded
that these components were previously suppressed by anaesthetics. The
additional components may have been from B-fibres, since their velocities of 2
m/s to 7 m/s are within the range of B-fibres [7]. The threshold for these
components is below 1.5 mA, which is low for the thin fibres that have the
corresponding conduction velocity. In comparison, a component of type B
fibres that was found in anesthetized pigs [4] had a velocity of 20 ± 9 m/s and a
threshold of 2.17 ± 1.27 mA. A possible explanation is that a thicker fibre type
was excited in an efferent path, which resulted in an afferent response of thin
fibres. Not enough data is available at this point to test this hypothesis.
A component that came from the direction of the brain was found in only one
out of three pigs that were awake. The velocity along the nerve of about 7m/s is
within the range the small diameter myelinated efferent fibres of the
baroreceptor reflex [8]. Fibres from aortic arch baroreceptors, which constitute
the afferent limb of the baroreceptor reflex have a diameter of 4 µm or 10 µm
[5]. This could explain the low stimulation threshold for the reflexive
component in the CAP.
These results suggest that there is a reflexive component from the brain stem in
the evoked CAP of the cervical vagus nerve. This has not been reported before.
If this component is related to the baroreceptor reflex, it can provide clinically
relevant information about the sensitivity of this reflex at the level of the brain
stem. It is however difficult to record. Other electrode configurations should be
tested for this purpose. For example the FINE cuff [9], this flattens the nerve
within a cuff to reposition the fascicles with respect to the electrode contacts. Or
a correctly positioned LIFE electrode [10], which is an intrafascicular electrode,
may be able to record from the efferent cardiac fibres. With further research, the
feasibility of recording reflexive components of the vagal CAP should be
investigated.
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Abstract
Electrical stimulation of the vagus nerve affects the cardiovascular system.
When the nerves are left intact, reflexive loops can influence these effects.
Four cardiovascular parameters were analyzed: R-R interval, P-Q interval, left
ventricular contractility, and left ventricular pressure. A first order exponential
model was used to characterize each cardiovascular parameter’s dynamics
during vagus nerve stimulation. A time constant t characterizes the exponential
model for each parameter.
A return towards baseline values can occur for all four cardiovascular parameter
while left vagus nerve stimulation is maintained. The dynamics of the initial
cardiovascular effects of vagus nerve stimulation are significantly correlated
between cardiovascular parameters. This also holds true when RRI is kept
constant through atrial pacing.
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7.1 Introduction
When the cervical vagus nerve is stimulated with bursts of electrical stimuli,
blood pressure and left ventricular contractility decrease, while R-R interval and
P-Q time increase [1-3]. It has been proposed that cardiac effects of vagus nerve
stimulation (VNS) can be complex and inconsistent in the intact animal, due to
reflexive mechanisms [4]. These dynamics are relevant for clinical applications
of vagus nerve stimulation for cardiovascular effects.
Therefore, in this chapter the effects of left vagus nerve stimulation on heart rate
(R-R interval), AV-node conduction time (P-Q interval), left ventricular
contractility and left ventricular pressure have been analyzed with all neural
pathways intact. Since we do not interfere with neural pathways, we expect our
results to be influenced by sympathetic activation. This may lead to a return
towards baseline of cardiovascular parameter values, while stimulation is
continued, as reported in a case study for right vagus nerve stimulation [4]. We
also expect to find a relation between the time dependencies of the effects on
the four cardiovascular parameters, either through reflexive pathways (e.g. the
baroreceptor reflex) or mechanical effects (e.g. a pressure-volume relationship).
To analyze both he initial effects of vagus nerve stimulation and the possible
return towards baseline values during stimulation, we used a model to
characterize the dynamics of the cardiovascular parameters during VNS.
Several models have been proposed to describe the dynamics of the
cardiovascular effects of VNS [5-7]. These models are of the first or second
order, focus on one cardiovascular parameter and may include return towards
baseline after stimulation. These models provide accurate descriptions of the
cardiovascular effects of VNS, but most of these models are based on
experiments in which the vagus nerves were cut or the sympathetic nervous
system was blocked. We analyzed the parasympathetic (vagal) influence on the
cardiovascular system by only including the initial effects observed during
VNS, since it is known that the effects of sympathetic stimulation start with a
delay [7]. Secondly, if a return towards baseline occurred while stimulation was
maintained, this return towards baseline was analyzed separately.

7.2 Methods
7.2.1 Experimental setup
Experiments were performed in ten female Dutch Landrace pigs. Animal
handling was performed according to the Dutch Law and the European
Directive for the Protection of Animals and was approved by the Experimental
Animal Committee of the Maastricht University. The pigs were premedicated
with 0.5 mg/kg Morphine intramuscular (IM) 20 minutes before induction.
Zoletil (Telazol), 3mg/kg, IM and xylazine 0.5 mg/kg, IM were administered.
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Isoflurane was maintained once the pigs were intubated, the IV line was placed
and the paws were shaved for fitting ECG electrodes. The pigs were
anesthetized with a combination of isoflurane (0 – 1.5 %) and fentanyl (6-10
μg/kg/hr). At the end of the experimental day, the pigs were euthanized with an
overdose of pentobarbital.
The left vagus nerve was dissected free from the surrounding tissue at the
cervical level and a custom-made self-coiling cuff electrode configuration was
placed for electrical stimulation. The cuff was 15 mm long and had three
circular Pt/Ir electrode contacts with an interelectrode distance of 4 mm. The
cuff was made in three diameters (2, 3.5 and 5 mm), to ensure a proper fit
around the nerve. ECG recordings were made with surface electrodes. Left
ventricular pressure was recorded with a Millar catheter (Millar Instruments,
Houston, Texas, USA). ECG and blood pressure recordings were amplified with
a TMSi Porti amplifier (TMS international, Oldenzaal, The Netherlands). ECG
and PLV were sampled at 2048 Hz. Data was stored on a laptop using PortiLab2
software (TMS international, Oldenzaal, The Netherlands).
The left vagus nerve was electrically stimulated using biphasic pulses generated
by a custom-made stimulator. Pulse width was constant at 300µs, pulse
amplitude ranged from 1mA to 10mA, and stimulation frequency ranged from
10Hz to 50Hz. VNS was maintained for up to 60 seconds, unless unwanted side
effects occurred such as complete heart block or digestive reflex.
The change in cardiovascular parameters was also assessed independently of
heart rate. For this purpose, in three pigs, VNS was repeated during atrial pacing
of the heart at a rate of at least ten percent above baseline levels, using the
settings at which RR interval had increased most.

7.2.2 Signal analysis
For each pig, the recording with the maximum cardiovascular effect was
selected, with a minimum of ten percent. In the selected recordings, a sinus
rhythm was always maintained. Offline signal analysis was performed in
Matlab R2007a (The Mathworks Inc.). P, Q and R-tops of the ECG were
detected automatically and confirmed by visual inspection. R-R and P-Q
intervals were determined. P-Q interval length (PQI) was normalized on heart
cycle duration by dividing PQI by R-R interval length (RRI). Left ventricular
contractility (LVC) was assessed using maximum values of the gradient of left
æ dP ö
[8]. Left ventricular systolic
ventricular pressure recordings: ç LV ÷
è dt ø max
pressure (PLV) was determined using the values of the peaks of each cycle of the
pressure recordings. Variations in cardiac parameters due to respiration were
reduced by using non-overlapping four second averaging windows.
We used a first order model to describe the dynamics of parameters during burst
stimulation. Before model fitting RRI, PQI, LVC and PLV were normalized with
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respect to their initial and peak value during burst stimulation. Outliers were
removed. Linear interpolation was used to obtain a sampling frequency of 1 Hz.
The model was fitted to the section of the data which showed the initial rise or
decline. Only the initial rise or decline was used for correlation analysis of the
initial effects, to focus on the direct influence of the vagus nerve. The
exponential first order was described by the parameter t:
y( t ) = 1 - e
y( t )

-

1
- t
=e t

1
t
t

to describe increasing parameters y, and

to describe decreasing parameters y.

Time constant t describes the rate of change. For a faster change, t is smaller.
The Levenberg-Marquardt method was used for nonlinear least-squares
optimization. The goodness-of-fit of the model was evaluated by determining
the coefficient of determination, which describes the variance accounted for:

R2 =1-

å (x i - y i ) 2
i

å (x i - x) 2
i

where xi is the normalized data, x is the mean value of the normalized data and
yi is the fitted model. Only if R2 was 0.5 or higher the model was included in the
analysis, because the model needs to follow the course of the data points. An
exact fit to each data point is not necessary, since we are interested in changes
with time and not in small fluctuations.
The effect of stimulation may reach a peak and then decrease again during
stimulation. If this decrease was more than ten percent of the maximum effect,
it was assumed to be brought about by reflexive processes, possibly from
sympathetic origin. It was noted for each pig when such a return towards
baseline occurred during VNS. The part of the signal that showed a return
towards baseline was fitted with a first order model as described below,
separately from the initial effect.
All parameters were tested for normality using a Shapiro-Wilk test. Normally
distributed data were presented as mean ± standard deviation, other data as
median. Statistical significance of the effect of VNS on normally distributed
parameters was tested with a one sample t-test. Effects on parameters that were
not normally distributed were tested with a Wilcoxon test. Statistical
significance of the results was tested at the p < 0.05 level using the statistical
analysis package SPSS.
Correlation analysis was used to assess the correlation between the dynamics of
the cardiovascular parameters, by analyzing the correlation between their
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respective t’s. Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) is presented together with
the p-value to indicate if the slope was significantly different from zero.
For the three pigs in which the heart was paced initial effects on PQI, LVC and
PLV were again fitted with a first order exponential model. If a return towards
baseline of these parameters occurred it was again noted and fitted with a first
order exponential model separately. The values of t were compared between the
paced and non-paced condition, but because of the small number of animals in
the paced condition no statistical tests were performed.

7.3 Results
All four cardiac parameters changed significantly due to VNS. LVC decreased
maximally by a median 9% (P=0.005, n=10). RRI increased maximally by a
median 18% (P=0.005, n=10). PQI increased maximally by 36 ± 40 %
(P=0.013, n=10). PLV decreased maximally by 11 ± 13% (P=0.024, n=10).
In two out of ten pigs a complete AV-block occurred during VNS with the
highest amplitudes. In these cases VNS was repeated with an adjusted
stimulation current to obtain a recording in which AV-conduction was
maintained although possibly prolonged.
In all pigs the initial rise or decline of the cardiac parameters was observed and
was fitted with the exponential first order model (Fig. 7.1). The value of R2 was
lower than 0.5 in three pigs for the fit to PQI, in two pigs for the fit to LVC, and
in one pig for the fit to PLV. These six fits were excluded from the analysis. This
resulted in a total of ten τRRI values, seven τPQI values, eight τLVC values, and
nine τPLV values.
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Figure 7.1: Example of the effect of vagus nerve stimulation on all parameters in the
same pig. In this pig, PLV and PQI showed a return towards baseline while stimulation
was continued. The thick horizontal line indicates the stimulation period; the dashed
grey line shows the fitted exponential function.

Correlation between time constants (t) was assessed to test whether the
dynamics of the cardiovascular system were related. The t values were
significantly correlated between all cardiovascular parameters, except between
LVC and PQI (table 7.1).
Table 7.1: Pearson’s correlation coefficients (r) and p-values of the correlation
analysis. Shaded areas indicate duplicate correlations.

tRRI
tPQI

tPQI
r = 0.940
p = 0.002*
n=7

tLVC
r = 0.867
p = 0.005*
n=8
r = 0.729
p = 0.100
n=6

tLVC

tPlv
r = 0.969
p = 0.000*
n=9
r = 0.900
p = 0.006*
n=7
r = 0.790
p = 0.020*
n=8

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level
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A return towards baseline values during VNS was seen for LVC in two out of
ten pigs, for PLV in two out of ten pigs and for PQI in four out of ten pigs (see
figure 7.1 for an example). Most often it was seen in RRI, i.e. in five out of ten
pigs. An exponential first order model was fitted to the return towards baseline
separately. The time constant τRRI of this return in RRI (4.8 ± 1.8 s) was
significantly larger than τRRI of the initial increase in RRI (14.4 ± 8.1 s, a
difference of 9.3 ± 6.4 s, P=0.03, n=5). Due to the low number the time constant
of the return towards baseline was not statistically tested for the other
cardiovascular parameters.
The three experiments with atrial pacing gave three extra values for tPQI and
tLVC and two extra values for tPlv, due to a poor model fit in one pig for tPlv.
These time constants mostly had similar values to the time constants without
pacing (table 7.2), but could not be analyzed statistically due to their low
number. Return towards baseline occurred for exactly the same cardiovascular
parameters as when the heart was not paced.
Table 7. 2. Values of τ with and without atrial pacing.

tPQI
tLVC
tPlv

Without pacing
3.09
4.83
5.93
2.49
14.96
2.49
9.20
5.86

With pacing
4.27
7.81
8.66
4.04
10.88
12.66
5.24
10.50

7.4 Discussion
In this chapter the effects of vagus nerve stimulation on the cardiovascular
system were analyzed. We found that a return towards baseline cardiovascular
parameter values can occur while left vagus nerve stimulation is continued. This
was the case for LVC in two out of ten pigs, for PLV in two out of ten pigs, for
PQI in four out of ten pigs, and for RRI in five out of ten pigs. A similar return
towards baseline values was reported by Tosato et al. [4] to occur with right
vagus nerve stimulation. Tosato did not find a return towards baseline with left
vagal stimulation, possibly because they studied only two animals.
The time constant τRRI of the return towards baseline of RRI was 9.3 seconds on
average larger than τRRI of the initial increase in RRI, suggesting that this return
towards baseline is influenced by the more slowly acting sympathetic system.
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Due to the low number the return towards baseline was not statistically tested
for the other cardiovascular parameters.
The dynamics of the initial cardiovascular effects of vagus nerve stimulation,
described by time constant τ, were significantly correlated between all
cardiovascular parameters, except between LVC and PQI. However, a
significant correlation between the dynamics of LVC and PQI was found with
the recordings obtained in paced animals included. This suggests that a
correlation exists in baseline condition, but that the number of animals was too
low to obtain a statistically significant correlation coefficient. A correlation
between the cardiovascular dynamics was expected, since VNS influences all
four cardiovascular parameters. It should be considered that reflexive pathways
and mechanical interactions may influence the effects. For example, a change in
pressure might result from a change in heart rate due to the baroreceptor reflex.
In the three pigs in which RRI was kept constant through atrial pacing, return
towards baseline occurred for same parameters as when the heart was not paced.
This shows that heart rate does not influence the return towards baseline effect
of the other cardiovascular parameters. It also suggests that whether or not a
return towards baseline occurs is subject dependent.
A first order exponential model was used to characterize the parameters during
VNS. This model was an accurate fit (R2 > 0.5) to the data in 87% of cases. For
PQI the model was an adequate fit in only 70% of the cases. This is likely a
consequence of the fact that P and Q waves have a relatively small amplitude
and signal to noise ratio is therefore relatively low. This may have led to
variations in PQI values and may explain why the fit to PQI of the exponential
model was poor in 30% of pigs. Alternatively, the effect of vagus nerve
stimulation on PQI versus time does not exhibit an exponential shape in some
pigs.

7.5 Conclusion
A return towards baseline values can occur for all four cardiovascular parameter
while left vagus nerve stimulation is maintained. The dynamics of the initial
cardiovascular effects of vagus nerve stimulation are significantly correlated
with each other.
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Abstract
The cardiovascular system can be influenced by electrically stimulating the
vagus nerve. Selectivity for specific cardiac fibres may be limited when
stimulating at the cervical level. Our objective was to increase effectiveness and
selectivity for cardiovascular effects of vagus nerve stimulation by using local
bipolar stimulation in one nerve cross-section using a multi-contact cuff instead
of less localized stimulation using a tripolar ring electrode.
Both types of cuff electrodes were compared with respect to their relative
effects on R-R interval (RRI), P-Q interval (PQI), left ventricular contractility
(LVC) and left ventricular pressure (PLV) in seven pigs.
Stimulation using the optimal bipolar configuration on the multi-contact cuff
significantly affected RRI, PQI, LVC and PLV, whereas stimulation with the
ring electrode only significantly affected RRI and PQI. The cardiovascular
parameters that could be significantly influenced varied between the bipolar
configurations. These novel findings may be relevant for optimizing electrode
configurations for clinical cardiac applications of vagus nerve stimulation.
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8.1 Introduction
Vagus nerve stimulation is performed clinically as a therapy for epilepsy [1],
and is currently being explored for heart failure management [2-3]. Vagus nerve
stimulation has also been proposed for preventing arrhythmias secondary to
myocardial infarction [4] and alleviating angina pectoris [5]. When the cervical
vagus nerve is electrically stimulated with bursts of stimuli, acute
cardiovascular effects are a decrease in blood pressure and left ventricular
contractility, and an increase in R-R interval and P-Q interval [6-8]. When
aiming for specific cardiovascular effects, limited selectivity of vagus nerve
stimulation can be a problem. Efferent cardiac fibres have a small range of
diameters [9], which means that multiple cardiovascular parameters will be
influenced simultaneously. Fibres of a larger diameter than the desired cardiac
fibres may be blocked by quasi-trapezoidal pulses [10]. However, it may be
difficult to design a pulse that selectively and completely blocks a particular set
of fibres, due to different cross-sectional positions of the myelinated fibres in
the vagus nerve [10]. A possible solution is to improve spatial selectivity, i.e. to
localize the current to the fibres of interest.
Spatial selectivity characteristics of a nerve cuff depend on electrode
configurations. Cuffs with multiple ring contacts along the nerve lead to
activation of a large area within the nerve. Multi-contact cuffs with local bipolar
stimulation in one cross-section result in improved selective activation of
bundles of fibres in the periphery of the nerve, close to the cathode [11-13].
This approach has not been evaluated for selective stimulation of the vagus
nerve to induce specific cardiac effects. Spatial selectivity may be achieved by
using a steering anode with a longitudinal tripole [12] or a steering anode with a
cathodic monopole [14]. We chose to use a cuff with bipolar stimulation
between adjacent electrodes in one cross section. We designed a multi-contact
electrode cuff for this purpose and compared it to a tripolar ring configuration.
We hypothesized that local bipolar stimulation induces larger cardiovascular
effects compared to stimulation with a tripolar ring cuff. Also, we hypothesized
that with bipolar stimulation cardiovascular parameters can be influenced
selectively and independently of each other.

8.2 Methods
8.2.1 Experimental setup
Vagus nerve stimulation and sensing experiments were performed in seven
female Dutch Landrace pigs. Animal handling was performed according to the
Dutch Law and the European Directive for the Protection of Animals and was
approved by the Experimental Animal Committee of the Maastricht University.
The pig was premedicated with 0.5 mg/kg Morphine 20 minutes before
induction with 3 mg/kg Zoletil (Telazol) and 0.5 mg/kg xylazine. The pig was
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anesthetized with a combination of isoflurane (1 – 1.5 %) and fentanyl (6-10
μg/kg/hr). The left vagus nerve was carefully dissected free from the
surrounding tissue at the cervical level and two custom-made self-sizing cuff
electrode configurations were placed for stimulation. One configuration was a
cuff with rings, 15 mm long with three circular Pt/Ir electrode contacts with an
interelectrode distance of 4 mm (figure 8.1a). The other configuration was a
multi-contact cuff in which the three rings were each replaced by four
rectangular electrodes (figure 8.1b). The surface area of the square contacts was
approximately 2 mm2. The cuffs were made in three diameters (2, 3.5 and 5
mm), to ensure a proper fit around the nerve (not too tight to avoid nerve
damage and not too loose for optimal electrical contact between the electrode
and the nerve), and even spacing of the electrode contacts of the multi-contact
cuff at 90° increments. The cuff was designed with twelve contacts for sensing
purposes, but only the contacts on the middle ring were used in this study.

Figure 8.1: a) Ring electrode cuff. b) multi-contact electrode cuff

Surface electrodes were placed on shaved paws for recording the ECG. Left
ventricular blood pressure was measured with a Millar catheter (Millar
Instruments, Houston, Texas, USA). ECG and blood pressure recordings were
amplified with a TMSi Porti amplifier (TMS international, Oldenzaal, The
Netherlands). The ECG and blood pressure were sampled at 2048 Hz. Data was
stored on a laptop using PortiLab2 software (TMS international, Oldenzaal, The
Netherlands).
The vagus nerve was stimulated using biphasic pulses generated by a custommade stimulator. The second pulse had an exponential shape and a relatively
low amplitude with respect to the first so as not to influence recruitment
importantly, yet guarantee zero net charge transfer through the electrode-tissue
interface. Stimulation was performed with a first phase pulse width of 300µs, a
pulse amplitude range of 1 to 10 mA, and a stimulation frequency range of 10 to
50 Hz. Burst stimulation was maintained for 60 seconds, or until side effects
occurred (such as complete heart block or a digestive reflex). The stimulation
amplitude and frequency that elicited the highest decrease in heart rate with the
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ring cuff were determined. In each pig, stimulation was repeated five times with
these stimulation parameters, i.e. one time with the ring cuff where the middle
ring was the cathode and the outer two rings were anodes, and four times with
the multi-contact cuff where the four contacts of the middle ring were
consecutively used as a cathode with one radially adjacent contact as the anode
(figure 8.2).

Figure 8.2: Schematic representation of the multi-contact electrode cuff around a nerve,
looking in caudal direction. Stimulation was performed using two adjacent electrode
sites as cathode and anode respectively. Four combinations were possible: a-b, b-c, c-d
and d-a.

8.2.2 Signal analysis
Offline signal analysis was performed in Matlab R2009a (The Mathworks Inc.).
P, Q and R-tops of the ECG were detected automatically and confirmed by
visual inspection. R-R and P-Q intervals were determined. Left ventricular
contractility was assessed using maximum values of the time derivative of left
æ dP ö
[15]. This parameter will be called left
ventricular pressure: ç LV ÷
è dt ø max
ventricular contractility (LVC). The systolic left ventricular pressures (PLV)
were determined as the maximum values in each cardiac cycle of a pressure
recording.
The effect on a cardiovascular parameter was determined as a percentage
increase or decrease from the baseline value. We measured baseline values of
the cardiovascular parameters for at least two breathing cycles before onset of
stimulation. After stimulation was started we waited until the cardiovascular
parameters had stabilized to determine the effect from an average of two
breathing cycles. If the effect did not stabilize, but returned towards baseline
value while stimulation was maintained, we averaged a window of two
breathing cycles around the peak effect.
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The bipolar configuration on the multi-contact cuff with the largest effect on
RRI, PQI, LVC, and PLV respectively was determined for each pig as the
optimal bipolar configuration for the respective parameters. The largest effect
was the largest increase for RRI and PQI, and the largest decrease for LVC and
PLV, based on the direction of the effects as reported in the literature [6-8].

8.2.3 Statistical analysis
Data was tested for normality with a Shapiro-Wilk test. Normally distributed
data is presented as mean ± standard deviation, other data as median
(interquartile range). The effects of stimulation were tested for significance with
a one-sample Student’s t-test for normally distributed data and with a sign test
otherwise. A paired-sample t-test was used to test the difference between the
effect obtained with the ring cuff and the optimal bipolar configuration on the
multi-contact cuff.
It was tested if stimulation with the optimal bipolar configuration of the multicontact cuff for one cardiovascular parameter also affected the other parameters
significantly at the p = 0.05 level, by combining the results from all pigs.
The cardiovascular effects were evaluated in seven anesthetized pigs. All data
was normally distributed, except for the effects on PQI when stimulating with
the multi-contact cuff.
In all pigs, the cardiovascular system could be affected by burst stimulation.
The effects came about directly at onset of stimulation and gradually increased
when bust stimulation was maintained. A plateau was reached within the 60
seconds of stimulation. A return towards baseline while stimulation was
maintained occurred in five out of seven pigs for PQI, in four out of seven pigs
for RRI, and in one out of seven pigs for LVC and PLV.
In a small number of pigs, the cardiovascular effects were positive for some
configurations and negative for others. This was the case in one out of seven
pigs for RRI and LVC, and in two out of seven pigs for PLV.
Stimulation using the optimal bipolar configuration on the multi-contact cuff
significantly affected RRI, PQI, LVC and PLV, whereas stimulation with the
tripolar ring electrode using the same stimulation parameters significantly
affected only RRI and PQI (see table 8.1). An example of the effect on RRI
with the ring cuff and the multi-contact cuff is shown in figure 8.3. The effect
observed using the multi-contact cuff was significantly larger than that observed
using the ring for the parameter LVC (-10 ± 7 % versus -1 ± 11 % respectively
P = 0.047), but not for the other cardiac parameters RRI, PLV and PQI.
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Table 8.1: Percentage value and statistical significance of the effect of stimulation using
the ring cuff, and using the optimal cathode-anode configuration on the multi-contact
cuff. N=7.

Figure 8.3: Example of the effect on RRI of electrical stimulation with the ring electrode
(-.), the optimal bipolar configuration on the multi-contact cuff (-) and the worst bipolar
configuration on the multi-contact cuff (--). Cyclic variations are relating to the
breathing cycle, which was kept constant with a ventilator.
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The effects of stimulation with the optimal bipolar configurations for the four
cardiovascular parameters are presented in table 8.2. When stimulating with the
optimal bipolar configuration for affecting RRI, parameter LVC is not
significantly affected and vice versa. When the optimal bipolar configuration
for affecting PQI is selected, no significant effect is observed on LVC.
However, when stimulating for affecting LVC, PQI is also significantly
affected. When the optimal bipolar configuration for affecting PLV is used for
stimulation, no significant effect was observed on RRI or PQI. However, there
is no parameter that can be influenced without affecting PLV.
Table 8.2: Independent activation of the cardiovascular effects when stimulating with
the multi-contact electrode. N=7.

8.4 Discussion
Improved effectiveness in vagal stimulation for cardiovascular effects was
obtained with the multi-contact cuff compared to the ring cuff. Significant
effects on RRI, PQI, LVC and PLV were obtained when stimulating with the
multi-contact cuff, whereas stimulation with the ring cuff only gave significant
effects on RRI and PQI. Also, the effect on LVC was significantly larger with
the multi-contact cuff than with the ring cuff. This is consonant with our
hypothesis that local bipolar stimulation in one nerve cross-section is more
effective for obtaining cardiovascular effects than stimulation with a tripolar
ring cuff configuration along the nerve.
When selecting a bipolar configuration from the multi-contact cuff for
stimulation, a subset of the four cardiovascular parameters is affected. This
implies that the nerve fibres innervating the sinus node, the ventricle wall and
the AV node have different spatial arrangements in the vagus nerve. For
example, if efferent fibres influencing RRI and PQI are arranged within the
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same fascicle, they will be activated simultaneously due to their location with
respect to the stimulating cathode. If efferent fibres influencing RRI and LVC
are arranged in fascicles on different sides of the nerve, they may be activated
separately. In future studies, histological analysis should be included after each
experiment to provide a link between cross sectional fibre position and
cardiovascular effects.
If a cardiovascular parameters cannot be influenced without an effect on other
cardiovascular parameters, these parameters my be physiologically related. For
example, a change in pressure might be the result of a change in heart rate due
to the baroreceptor reflex. It is estimated that central processing of baroreceptor
afferent activity may require 0.25 second in the human [16]. Thus, in our
experiments where we measure the maximum change in a 60 second timeframe,
a change in pressure might be induced by a change in heart rate. Also, a change
in heart rate is expected to change LVC, because the Frank Starling mechanism
regulates that more filling due to a slower heart rate is compensated by a higher
contractility [17]. Thus in case vagal stimulation increases RRI as we found, we
would expect an increase in LVC solely due to the effect of heart rate on LVC.
These and other mechanisms may explain the simultaneous effects on
cardiovascular parameters.
Spatial selectivity may be further improved by decreasing the activated area of
the nerve. Increasing the number of bipolar configurations around the
circumference of the nerve could attain this. However, the number of bipolar
configurations that can be placed around the circumference of a nerve is limited.
To maintain the self-coiling ability, four contacts could maximally be placed
radially in our cuff. Placing the contacts closer together will also lead to a larger
leakage of current to the layer between the cuff and the nerve [11].
When using electrodes with a small surface area – such as a multi-contact cuff –
for electrical stimulation, electrode corrosion and tissue damage are potential
risks. Established electrochemical safety limits for platinum electrodes range
from 0.1 mC.cm-2 [18] to 0.4 mC.cm-2 [19]. Our electrodes on the multi-contact
cuff have a surface area of about 2 mm2. With the pulse width of 300 μs used in
our study, stimulus amplitude should not exceed 7 mA to 27 mA. If higher
amplitudes are needed, electrodes with a larger surface area should be used. A
larger surface area can be obtained without compromising selectivity by
increasing the electrode surface roughness [20].
Safety is expected not to be a problem with our cuff electrode design. Other
studies have demonstrated that cuff electrodes are safe for long term
implantation [21-23]. For example, self-coiling spiral-cuffs were implanted on
the hypoglossal nerve in the dog for up to 17 months and no functional damage
was observed [22].
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The electrode design we used in this study is just one of many configurations
proposed for selective stimulation in the literature. Other cuff designs that
improve spatial selectivity are also potentially useful for cardiovascular
selectivity. For example, the FINE electrode [24] flattens the nerve within a cuff
to reposition the fascicles with respect to the electrode contacts. Intraneural
electrodes such as the longitudinally implanted intrafascicular electrode (LIFE)
[25] may also improve selectivity by delivering a current directly into the
fascicles of interest.
Female pigs were used in this study. This may have affected our results, since
gender differences are known to exist in human autonomic cardiovascular
regulation [26]. Variations in the oestrous cycle phases of the pigs used in our
experiments may also have influenced our results, because of the hormonal
influence on vagus nerve activity [27]. Future studies should be performed in a
larger number of female and male pigs to eliminate this variability.
This study is the first to demonstrate that a multi-contact electrode cuff with
local bipolar stimulation can be used to target specific cardiovascular
parameters in vagus nerve stimulation. This novel finding should be taken into
account when optimizing electrode configurations for clinical cardiac
applications of vagus nerve stimulation. Potentially, the selectivity properties of
a multi-contact cuff can also be advantageous for avoiding side effects of
electrical stimulation, such as coughing. This needs to be studied in awake
animals.

8.5 Conclusion
More significant cardiovascular effects of vagal stimulation can be obtained
with a multi-contact cuff compared to a ring cuff, at the same stimulation level.
The effect on LVC was significantly larger with a multi-contact cuff than with a
ring cuff. When the optimal bipolar configuration is used for a certain
parameter, not all other cardiovascular parameters are significantly influenced.
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Abstract
Experiments of vagus nerve recording and stimulation in the awake animal were
performed to obtain results that are more representative of the clinical condition
than the anesthetized experiments. The cardiac-modulated pattern and the
stimulation thresholds for side effect were analyzed.
A cardiac-modulated pattern was found in six out of ten pigs. The shape and
amplitude of the pattern differed from the anesthetized condition, but no
consistent or significant differences were found. The stimulation threshold for
side effect was significantly higher with the multi-contact cuff than with the
ring electrode.
We conclude that cardiac-modulated patterns can be recorded from awake
animals, and that side effects may be reduced or avoided by using a multicontact cuff.
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9.1 Introduction
In this chapter, experiments of vagus nerve recording and stimulation in the
awake animal are described. The awake condition is more representative of the
clinical condition than the anesthetized condition, in which suppressive effects
of anaesthetics are present [1]. In the awake condition movements may
influence the recordings, and side effects may occur such as hoarseness, throat
pain and coughing [2]. These factors are relevant to consider when designing a
system for clinical application.
In the awake condition the cardiac-modulated pattern as described in chapter
two has not yet been inspected. It is crucial to know if it can also be observed
when the animal is awake, and if it is different from the anesthetized condition.
This will give further insight into the feasibility of using the cardiac-modulated
neural activity as an input for a closed-loop vagus nerve stimulator. Recording
from the vagus nerve in awake animals has been presented in the literature
before. Experiments in awake goats have shown a relationship between
amplitude in vagal activity and blood pressure [3-4].
Vagus nerve stimulation has been clinically evaluated for epilepsy and
depression [2, 5]. Recently, clinical studies of vagus nerve stimulation for heart
failure have been performed [6-8]. For these clinical applications, stimulation
parameters are relatively low, at amplitudes below 3.5mA, and stimulation
frequency typically below 30Hz [5]. The acute cardiovascular effects that we
have studied in chapter seven occurred at higher levels, with amplitudes
between 5mA and 10mA, and frequency up to 50Hz. The acute cardiovascular
effects at these settings have not been reported in awake animals in the literature
before. We would like to study what these effects are, for their possible
application in vagus nerve therapy for cardiovascular disease.
Vagus nerve stimulation at higher levels may lead to side effects such as
coughing, hoarseness and throat pain. These side effects already occur at the
lower stimulation parameters used in clinical VNS for epilepsy, depression and
heart failure [2, 5, 7]. We therefore also expect to observe them in our
experiments for acute cardiovascular effects in awake animals. One possible
way to avoid side effects may be the use of spatial selectivity of the multisegment cuff, as described in chapter eight. Spatial selectivity may limit the
activation of fibres relating to side effects, by delivering the current to only part
of the nerve.
The aim of this chapter is to compare the results of vagus nerve stimulation and
recording experiments in awake animals to those in the anesthetized condition
reported in previous chapters. We analyze the cardiac-modulated pattern in the
spontaneous neural activity, and look at acute effects of vagus nerve stimulation
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on the cardiovascular system. We also inspect whether thresholds for side
effects vary between electrode configurations.

9.2 Methods
The experiments were performed in ten female Dutch Landrace pigs. The pig
was premedicated with 0.5 mg/kg Morphine 20 minutes before induction with
3mg/kg Zoletil (Telazol) and 0.5 mg/kg xylazine. The pig was anesthetized with
a combination of isoflurane (1 – 1.5%) and fentanyl (6-10 μg/kg/hr). The left
vagus nerve was dissected free from surrounding tissue at the cervical level.
Two cuff electrodes with three circular electrode sites were used for electrical
stimulation and recording respectively, with the recording cuff cranial to the
stimulation cuff. Cranial to these two cuffs, a multi-segment electrode cuff was
placed that had three rings of four square contacts (chapter eight). The
connectors of the cuff electrodes were tunnelled under the skin to the back of
the neck, where the connectors exited through the skin. The wound was then
closed. The connectors were placed in a plastic pouch and attached with cotton
strings to the cotton stretch jacket that was put on the pig’s torso. The pigs were
awoken and allowed to recover overnight.
Starting the next day, while the pig was awake, experiments were performed for
seven consecutive days. During these measurements, the pig was placed into a
wheeled cage for constraint (figure 9.1). ECG electrodes were placed on shaved
paws for recording ECG. The connectors of the cuff electrodes were removed
from the plastic pouch and attached to the amplifier cables (figure 9.2).
Impedance of all electrodes was measured daily. An increase in impedance
could indicate diminishing experimental conditions, such as damage to the
electrode wires or decreased contact between the electrode and the nerve.

Figure 9.1: experimental setup with the pig placed in a wheeled cage. The connectors
from the cuffs and the ECG electrodes are connected to the amplifiers
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Figure 9.2: Close-up of the electrode wires exiting the skin and the electrode
connectors attached to the amplifier cables

Spontaneous vagal activity and ECG were recorded for five minutes. Next,
electrical nerve stimulation was performed with a custom-made stimulator, with
a train of 30 individual pulses (1Hz, 300µs, 0.1-10mA). This stimulation was
performed on the most caudal ring electrode cuff and consecutively on four
cathode-anode configurations of the multi-contact cuff, as described in chapter
eight. The amplitude was increased (0.05 mA, 0.1 mA, 0.2 mA, 0.5 mA, 1 mA,
1.5 mA, 2 mA, 3 mA, 5 mA, 10 mA) until side effects occurred such as
coughing, or the pig was thought to experience discomfort from the stimulation.
The stimulation setting at which this occurred was noted. Impedance
measurements were used to verify that there was a good contact between the
electrode and the tissue and no wire damage. Stimulation frequency was then
increased from 1 to 50Hz, in an attempt to influence heart rate and PQ interval
by vagus nerve stimulation. The ECG was monitored during these trials.
Stimulation was stopped as soon as the pig showed signs of side effects or
discomfort.
Neural recordings were amplified with a TMSi Refa amplifier, and ECG signals
with a TMSi Porti amplifier (both TMS international, Oldenzaal, The
Netherlands). The data were sampled at 20 kHz and stored on a laptop using
PortiLab2 software (TMS international, Oldenzaal, The Netherlands).
The signals were analyzed offline in Matlab R2007a (The Mathworks Inc.).
Signal analysis for cardiac-modulated patterns in the spontaneous vagal activity
is described in the methods section of chapter two. If data was available for
more than one day, data analysis was performed on the data of the first day
when experimental conditions were expected to be best.
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After the seven days of awake experiments, the vagus nerve was dissected free
again and the cuffs were inspected. It was noted if damage to the electrodes was
observed, and if the cuffs had come loose from the nerve.

9.3 Results
In six out of ten pigs (60 %) a cardiac-modulated pattern could be recorded in
the awake pigs, compared to nine out of the same ten pigs (90 %) in the
anesthetized condition (chapter two). Five out of the six pigs that showed a
cardiac-modulated pattern when recorded during the awake state had also
shown a cardiac-modulated pattern in the anesthetized condition. However, the
electrode on the multi-segment cuff that showed the most pronounced
modulation was different between the two conditions in both pigs. The phase of
increased activity also differed between the awake and anesthetized condition
(table 9.1, figure 9.3). The average amplitude of the vagal activity after filtering
(Vavr) in the awake condition was not significantly different from the
anesthetized condition.
Table 9.1: Overview of the difference in cardiac-modulated signals between the awake
and the anesthetized condition. Shaded areas indicate when no data is available.

Pig
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Phase of modulation
Awake Anesthetized
TP
QRST & TP
QRST

Amplitude Vavr (µV)
Awake Anesthetized
1.5731
1.7806
1.6088

Heart rate (bpm)
Awake Anesthetized
145
119
123

TP
QRST

TP
TP

1.5873
1.6022

1.7364
2.2855

138
140

103
85

TP/PQ

QRST

1.4521

1.6845
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QRST

PQ

1.6829

1.4062

146
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Burst stimulation to influence the heart could not be performed in the awake
experiments. It became apparent that stimulation amplitude and frequency could
not be increased high enough to influence the heart. Before a stimulation setting
was found that decreased heart rate, the pigs started coughing or showed signs
of discomfort, such as grunting or startled movements, and the experiments
were halted. Heart rate never decreased by more than five percent during a
stimulation experiment.
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Awake

0.015

Amplitude (mV)

0.01
0.005
0
-0.005
-0.01
-0.015
-0.5

P

Q

T
0

0.5

Time (normalized on cardiac cycle)
Anesthetized

Amplitude (mV)

0.01

0

-0.01

-0.02
-0.5

P

Q
0

T
0.5

Time (normalized on cardiac cycle)
Figure 9.3: Modulation from the same pig, when awake (above) and anesthetized
(below). Time is normalized on the average cardiac cycle length. The signals are from
two different electrodes, since the electrode that showed the modulation differed
between the two conditions. The pattern of the modulation also differs, with increased
activity in the TP phase when awake and in the TP and QRST phase when anesthetized.
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The threshold for side effects could be determined in five out of ten pigs using
both the ring cuff and the multi-contact cuff (table 9.2). At least one cathodeanode configuration on the multi-contact cuff corresponded to a higher
threshold for side effects than the ring electrode in all five pigs (figure 9.4;
Wilcoxon Signed Rank test (P<0.05; n=5)). In all five pigs the observed side
effect was coughing. The threshold when using the ring electrode cuff was
found at 1mA in all five pigs. In two pigs the highest threshold was 2mA. In the
other three pigs, at one or more cathode-anode configurations, coughing did not
occur up to 10mA and the threshold was therefore set at 10mA. In the five pigs
in which side effects were determined impedance measurements confirmed that
there was a good contact between the electrode and the tissue and no wire
damage preventing current from being delivered to the nerve. Effects of
stimulation, such as compound action potentials or decreased heart rate, could
not be observed to verify that the nerve was excited, both in recordings that
elicited a coughing response and in those that did not. In the pigs in which no
thresholds for side effects could be analyzed, the impedance was too high or
connectors were damaged on the first day.
Table 9.2: Overview of the ten pigs. It is indicated for each pig on which day a high
impedance (>4000Ω) was recorded, whether a cuff had come loose by the end of the
experiment, whether a cardiac-modulated signal could be recorded while the pig was
awake and whether thresholds for side effects were determined.

Pig

High
impedance

Cuffs loose
from nerve

1
2

Day 1
Day 1

3
4
5

Day 5
Day 4
No

6

No

7
8
9
10

Day 3
No
No
No

All three
Multi-contact
cuff
None
None
Multi-contact
cuff
Multi-contact
cuff
All three
None
None
None
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Cardiacmodulated
signal
Yes
Yes

Thresholds for
side effects
determined
No
No

No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

No

Yes

No
Yes
No
Yes

Yes
No
No
Yes
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Stimulation threshold for coughing (mA)

The difference in threshold amplitude for coughing between the multi-contact
cathode-anode configuration with the highest and the lowest threshold was up to
8 mA (P<0.1; n=5; Wilcoxon Signed Rank test, figure 9.4). The stimulation
threshold for coughing varied between configurations of the multi-contact cuff
in four out of five pigs. In the fifth pig, no threshold for coughing was found
with the multi-contact cuff at the highest amplitude, and the threshold was
estimated at 10 mA for all configurations.

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
Ring

Worst configuration Best configuration

Figure 9.4: The stimulation threshold in mA at which coughing occurred when
stimulating with the ring cuff (left), with the cathode-anode configuration on the multicontact electrode cuff with the lowest threshold (centre), or with the highest threshold
(right). Results from five pigs.

Problems arose with the electrode connectors. The plastic pouch had come loose
from the connectors in all pigs; therefore the connectors were not sufficiently
protected. In all pigs, one or multiple connectors detached from the wires at
some point during the seven days of awake experiments. In five out of ten pigs
high impedance (>4000Ω) was measured after one to five days (table 9.2). In
three out of these five pigs, one or more of the cuff electrodes had come loose
from the nerve before the end of the seven days. For two out of ten pigs, one
cuff had come loose from the nerve by the time of inspection (after the seven
days of awake recording), but no substantial increase of impedance was
observed during the awake experiments.
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9.4 Discussion
The cardiac-modulated patterns found in the awake pigs differed from the
patterns found when these same pigs were anesthetized. This may be caused by
shifting of the electrode cuffs. Shifting can cause other fibre populations to be
recorded, which would also lead to a difference in the pattern of the recorded
signal. This could also explain why a different electrode contact showed the
most pronounced modulation. The average amplitude of the cardiac-modulated
vagal activity was expected to be increased in the awake pig compared to the
anesthetized condition, because anaesthetics have suppressive effects [1]. No
conclusions about vagal signal amplitude can be drawn from this small data set.
Our results show that, as hypothesized, the threshold at which side effects occur
can be influenced by spatial selectivity. Selecting the optimal cathode-anode
configuration for stimulation can increase the threshold amplitude. However,
with our setup it was not possible to avoid side effects at stimulation levels
needed for cardiac effects. Even though amplitudes up to 10mA could be
delivered at 1Hz without side effects, when stimulation frequency was increased
to levels that were expected to influence the heart rate or PQ interval (50Hz,
based on results such as presented in chapter seven), side effects did occur.
Frequency of chronic vagus nerve stimulation for heart failure is lower, for
example one stimulation pulse per heart beat [6], and may therefore be achieved
without the side effect of coughing using the multi-contact cuff. Side effects
could also be avoided by using strategies such as anodal blocking, in which a
nerve fibre is hyperpolarized near an anode, such that large diameter fibres can
be blocked [9]. It should be investigated whether cardiovascular effects still
remain with this technique. It should also be noted that the occurrence and
intensity of side effects often diminishes over time with vagus nerve stimulation
[10].
The absence of side effects at high stimulation amplitudes could be caused by a
lack of fibre excitation. This may be the case when the electrode has come loose
from the nerve. Impedance measurements were used to verify that there was a
good contact between the electrode and the tissue and no wire damage
preventing current from being delivered to the nerve. However, only if an effect
of stimulation is observed, such as a CAP or a decrease in heart rate, can it be
ascertained that the stimulation current was delivered to the nerve. Only it that
case can one be certain that the threshold for side effects is indeed higher than
the highest tested amplitude. We were never able to observe cardiovascular
effects of vagus nerve stimulation or record CAPs when testing the thresholds
for side effects. This however does not mean that there was no current being
delivered to the nerve, since it is also possible that the recording of CAPs was
the problem as was also the case in the experiments in which coughing occurred
while no CAPs were recorded.
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Cardiac-modulated patterns were found in six out of ten pigs, which is a lower
number than the nine out of ten in the anesthetized pigs. This may be caused by
damage to the electrodes or artefacts from tension to the wires. Other possible
explanations are damage to the nerve itself or the formation of tissue or blood
cloths between the electrode and the nerve.
Comparing the cardiac-modulated patterns between the awake and anesthetized
condition did not provide a significant difference in amplitude or phase of
increased activity. Heart rate was higher during the awake experiments, but no
blood pressure measurements could be performed. Blood pressure
measurements are more useful to link the recorded signal to the cardiac
receptors, since we expect to measure signals from pressure receptors.
Comparing awake and anesthetized measurements is complicated due to the
large time in-between recordings, in which electrodes may have shifted, leading
to a different population of fibres that are recorded from. A larger data set may
also be needed to observe differences between the two conditions.
Damage to the electrodes occurred, which was primarily caused by external
forces such as rolling and chafing of the pig. The problem of external forces
may be addressed by using a sturdier jacket for the pig, with pockets for the
connectors. Also, the type of connector should be improved upon, to avoid them
coming loose from the wires. One plug for all the connectors combined could
provide a more stable solution. Alternatively, wireless systems that use radio
frequency transmission to an external receiver, e.g. [11-12], could be used to
avoid tension to the wires and damage to the electrode contacts. Reduced
quality of contact between the electrodes and the nerve may in addition be
prevented by coating the electrodes to prevent infection and scar tissue forming
[13-15]. Additional awake experiments with these suggested improvements are
needed.
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10.1 Introduction
This thesis focused on sensing cardiovascular signals from the vagus nerve and
stimulating the vagus nerve for cardiovascular effects. The first part of this
thesis described sensing the vagus nerve. A cardiac-modulated vagus nerve
activity pattern was found in chapter two, which may reflect cardiac receptor
activity. Evoked vagus nerve responses were analyzed in anesthetized animals
in chapter three, and again in chapter six for awake animals. Responses were
found that possibly relate to neurocardiac control loops. Chapter four uses a
computer model to investigate whether it is possible to record an evoked
dispersed component, such as described in chapter three. In chapter five the
evoked responses are further analyzed in two additional experiments and an
involvement of the recurrent laryngeal nerve was found. Chapter six shows that
evoked vagus nerve responses from the brainstem may be recorded in awake
pigs or when using intraneural needle electrode.
The second part of this thesis focused on electrical stimulation of the vagus
nerve. Chapter seven showed that burst vagus nerve stimulation has various
cardiac effects, which can be affected by reflexive mechanisms. The results of
chapter eight show that selectivity for cardiovascular effects can be improved
by using a segmented electrode configuration. In chapter nine experiments for
vagus nerve sensing and stimulation in awake animals are described, and the
challenges that present themselves in the awake condition are presented.
This final chapter discusses the results presented in this thesis. These results are
also interpreted for their possible merit for closed loop neurocardiac control.
Finally, some future perspectives are discussed and the final conclusions are
presented.
All experiments were performed in pigs, since these animals are a good model
for humans concerning the neural and cardiovascular system. We chose to
approach the vagus nerve in the neck region, because at this location it can be
reached easily in surgery, as is also done for implantation of a vagus nerve
stimulator in epilepsy patients. Reaching the vagus nerve closer to the heart
would require open chest surgery, with accompanying risks for the patient.

10.2 Sensing cardiovascular signals from the vagus nerve
10.2.1 Spontaneous vagus nerve activity
Spontaneous neural activity was recorded from the vagus nerve in order to
investigate whether it contains cardiac-modulated patterns (chapter two). It was
concluded that a neural activity pattern can be found that is modulated with the
cardiac cycle, when recording from the whole vagus nerve in the neck region of
anesthetized pigs. This pattern changed when blood pressure and ventricular
contractility were increased due to dobutamine administration, which indicated
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that changes in cardiac receptor firing are reflected in the recorded cardiacmodulated neural signals. These experiments were repeated in awake animals
(chapter nine), in which a similar cardiac-modulated pattern was observed. The
fact that cardiac-modulated vagal signals can be recorded in awake animals
suggests that it may be feasible to record such signals from patients, as is the
eventual goal. Spontaneous vagal activity may be useful for monitoring
cardiovascular parameters. Even though the direction of the signal could not be
determined, we can assume that the recorded cardiac-modulated pattern is an
afferent signal, since it is known from single-fibre recordings that afferent vagal
signals are modulated with the cardiac cycle [1-6]. In addition to cardiovascular
parameters such as blood pressure and contractility, afferent cardiac activity can
also be related to pathological states such as ischemia [7-8]. Recording
spontaneous activity for monitoring purposes would be possible when
simultaneously electrically stimulating the vagus nerve, if the stimulation
frequency is set low enough to record spontaneous neural activity between
pulses. Alternatively, monitoring on one side of the neck and electrically
stimulating on the other side may be a solution.
Two electrode cuffs were compared for recording spontaneous neural activity
from the vagus nerve. One was a cuff with three ring electrodes that record from
the whole perimeter of the nerve. The other was a cuff with 12 segments, i.e.
four segments around the perimeter of the nerve, used in an attempt to improve
recording of cardiac-modulated patterns by improving spatial selectivity. This
cuff with 12 segments was indeed more effective than the cuff with rings for
recording the cardiac-modulated patterns. Therefore, a cuff with multiple
segments of some sort should be used when attempting to monitor the
cardiovascular system through spontaneous vagus nerve activity. Variations on
this cuff design, in number of segments or overall cuff design, should be tested
for optimization. Techniques such as beamforming spatial filtering algorithms
may also be used to extract relevant signals [9-10].

10.2.2 Evoked vagus nerve responses
The evoked vagus nerve responses were analyzed in an attempt to find
components related to neurocardiac control, either efferent from the brain stem
or afferent from the neural network on the heart. A dispersed, fast component
was found that possibly came from the neural network on the heart (chapter
three). This component was related to cardiovascular parameters through its
latency and dispersion, which indicated that it came from the neural network on
the heart. The model presented in chapter four showed that neural signal similar
to the component could be recreated with the model when using a dispersed
burst of single fibre action potentials that is non-randomly generated. However,
the fact that the simulated component remained on the centre electrode, whereas
the component recorded in the pigs was strongly reduced, shows that the
hypothesis of a burst of single fibre action potentials did not match the origin of
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the experimentally observed component adequately. The strongly decreased
signal on a tripolar configuration is an argument for its muscular origin, since
tripolar derivations are known to reduce muscular interference. Additional
experiments showed that the recurrent laryngeal nerve was somehow involved
in the component, and the original hypothesis needed to be revised. As
described in chapter five, the component may be from cardiac neural fibres
travelling via the recurrent laryngeal nerve, or it may be interference from
evoked muscular laryngeal activity. At this point, it remains unclear if the
component is of neural or muscular origin.
Efferent evoked vagus nerve components, coming from the brainstem, may
have been observed in awake animals or when using needle electrodes (chapter
six). This needs to be more solidly established in further studies. Such
components may be related to the level of vagal reflexive sensitivity. This may
for example be used to assess baroreflex sensitivity, which is known to predict
outcome in heart failure [11-13]. Whether the efferent evoked components can
indeed be used in such a way needs to be further examined. The origin of the
components needs to be elucidated and their relation to baroreflex sensitivity
made apparent.
Other evoked signals may be present that have not been recorded with our
current setup. The results of an evoked efferent component as described in
chapter six, which was only recorded by intraneural needle electrodes, suggest
that components may have been missed because they are obscured by the other
signals in the vagus nerve. Experiments could be performed that record from
cardiac branches close to the heart to identify such components. The results
described in chapter six in awake pigs suggest that anaesthesia may have
suppressed efferent reflexive components, and this also needs further
investigation.
Chronic monitoring of evoked components can be done when electrical
stimulation is performed chronically for therapeutic purposes, as may be the
case for a heart failure application. Electrical stimulation at low levels, i.e. subthreshold for noticeable effects, may be used to monitor evoked responses when
therapeutic effects of vagus nerve stimulation are not desired. Whether this is
possible depends on the stimulation level required for generating the desired
evoked responses relative to the level needed for therapeutic stimulation. As
mentioned before, when using a combination of spontaneous vagus nerve
activity and electrical stimulation, the time between electrical stimuli (and
following evoked responses) should be large enough to not interfere with the
analysis of the spontaneous activity.
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10.2.3 The average reference method
The use of the average reference method for recording neural activity has shown
both benefits and disadvantages over the more commonly used tripolar
derivation. As described in chapter two, the average reference configuration
improves the odds of recording a cardiac-modulated signal in spontaneous
vagus nerve activity. This suggests that this is the optimal method when
monitoring the spontaneous vagal activity. The major disadvantage of the
average reference method is that it does not suppress muscular interferences
from outside of the cuff as effectively as a tripolar derivation does. This was
however not apparent in the signal to noise ratio when comparing the middle
ring electrode (which is also a tripolar derivation) to the outer ring electrodes, in
neither the anesthetized pigs (chapter two) nor the awake pigs (chapter nine).
Possibly, little muscular interference was present, or the cuff was not closed
perfectly to create an ideal situation for reducing muscular interference.
Since there is no advantage of the average reference method when recording
evoked responses to be used as feedback, a tripolar derivation may be the most
sensible case in such a system. However, if velocity and direction of the evoked
responses should be determined to identify and classify the evoked neural
responses for feedback purposes, a single tripolar configuration does not suffice.
A configuration with multiple electrodes along the nerve is needed for velocityselective filtering [14]. Direction and velocity of signals can be determined
within a multiple electrode cuff, by dividing the time it takes for a signal to
travel from one electrode to the next by the distance between the two electrodes.
This could be achieved with multiple tripolar configurations [13], but would
then require at least one more electrode than with the average reference
configuration. Space along the nerve is generally limited by anatomical
constraints, which makes the average reference method a better choice. In
addition, the average reference method allows for subsequent spatial filtering
when cuffs with multiple segmented electrodes around the perimeter are used.
However, evoked muscular activity may disturb the recordings when using the
average reference method.

10.3 Electrical vagus nerve stimulation for cardiovascular
effects
10.3.1 Possible benefits
Electrical stimulation of the vagus nerve is beneficial in heart failure, in cases in
which medication is not sufficient [15]. It has a positive effect on cardiac
parameters and quality of life. It may also prevent the deteriorating effects of
low vagal tone. Vagus nerve stimulation for heart failure has been shown to be
safe, tolerable and feasible [16-17]. At this time the understanding of the
working mechanisms of vagus nerve stimulation for heart failure is incomplete.
The beneficial effects of VNS may be attributed to several different
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mechanisms [18]: A reduced heart rate, increased heart rate variability,
improved baroreflex sensitivity, direct antiarrhythmic effects, or
antiinflammatory effects.
Both the left and right vagus nerve was stimulated in the pilot experiments of
our study. Electrical stimulation of the right vagus nerve elicited little to no
effect on cardiovascular parameters, which led to the decision to focus on the
left vagus nerve. According to the literature, right vagus nerve stimulation
should elicit an effect on heart rate [19], which is inconsistent with our findings.
This discrepancy could be explained by the fact that we studied effects of vagus
nerve stimulation in intact animals [20], in which reflexive loops may influence
the cardiovascular effects.

10.3.2 Electrode design
In our study a cuff electrode is used for electrical stimulation because it can be
used chronically, is safe, and delivers the current locally. Selectivity of
electrical stimulation may be improved by adapting cuff design, such as
described in chapter eight for spatial selectivity. In this chapter, it was attempted
to modify not only the level of the effect, but also the type of effect. This could
lead to a more advanced therapy, which may especially be suited to adapt to the
diverse aspects of heart failure ranging from ischemia to heart rhythm
complications. Since multiple mechanisms may be at play in the positive effects
of vagus nerve stimulation for heart failure, each of these mechanisms may be
beneficial for specific situations. It may be possible to activate these
mechanisms separately using spatial selectivity, leading to specialized
stimulation settings for selected events. It may also be possible to use the
benefits of spatial selectivity for other disease states, such as arrhythmias, high
blood pressure, epilepsy, depression or obesity.

10.4 Closed-loop neurocardiac control
A closed loop system for artificial neurocardiac control has potential benefits
over constant level vagus nerve stimulation. Acute events can be handled
acutely to avoid adverse outcomes. For example, an increase in stimulation may
be needed for arrhythmias or ischemia, whereas stimulation needs to be
decreased when the cardiovascular system is inhibited too much. Also, side
effects may be avoided if stimulation is reduced when high levels are not
needed.
A healthy body integrates many processes for neurocardiac control, whereas in
this thesis the focus is only on the vagal aspect. The suggested artificial
neurocardiac control system should thus be viewed as an addition to the
neurocardiac control functions of the body itself, and not a replacement. The
challenge is to find where the body itself is lacking and how to respond in a
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manner that restores normal functioning. Even though the complete mechanisms
and interactions of neurocardiac control may remain uncertain for a long time, it
has been shown that the vagus nerve has a vital role in this pathology [21-23].
An artificial system for neurocardiac control may be used to respond when this
defect causes an unhealthy situation. Artificial neurocardiac control may also be
beneficial in conjunction with a cardiac pacemaker, heart medication release, or
inflammation regulation.
Using neural signals as feedback for neurocardiac control has the advantage of
using signals that contain information about a range of cardiovascular
parameters, relevant to neurocardiac control. The status of the neurocardiac
signal can be monitored directly, and certain events may even be predicted and
therefore avoided. Using heart cycle duration (RR interval) as feedback for
closed-loop neurocardiac control has been evaluated in the literature. Bilgutay
et al. [24] used vagus nerve stimulation that was automatically switched on
when RR interval increased above a certain threshold value. Zhang et al. [25]
used RR interval feedback for reducing the ventricular rate in dogs with AF.
Tosato et al. were able to maintain a 18% change of the RR interval duration by
using the heart rate as feedback variable [26]. In human studies of vagus nerve
stimulation for heart failure the Cardiofit system uses an intracardiac lead to
detect heart rate [17]. A limit is set at 55 beats per minute to interrupt vagal
stimulation whenever heart rate became too low. Using RR interval as feedback
is an obvious choice, since it can easily be derived from ECG recordings.
However, it is a more limited approach than using neural signals that can,
potentially, provide information about several other relevant physical and
chemical quantities. Therefore, feedback control derived from neural signals
may lead to more advanced closed-loop neurocardiac control such as proposed
in the previous paragraphs.

10.5 Future directions
Before the findings of this thesis can be implemented into a clinical device,
some remaining questions need to be answered. First of all, the link between
cardiac vagal signals and diseased states needs to be elucidated. This may be
done by repeating the experiments described in this thesis in animals with heart
failure symptoms. An example of such a heart failure model is the rapid pacing
model in dogs, in which the ventricles are paced at a high rated for a sustained
period of time [27-29]. Experiments in awake animals, such as described in
chapter nine, should also be expanded upon.
Some alternative methods may be investigated to improve stimulation
performance. Our method for selective vagus nerve stimulation for cardiac
effects is limited by fibre distribution characteristics of the cervical vagus nerve,
as described in chapter eight. Selectivity can be improved when stimulating the
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parasympathetic system at a different location, where variation of fibre type is
limited. For example, selective cardiac effects can be achieved by stimulating
discrete fat pads. Different fat pads can be stimulated to selectively slow sinus
rate [30], block AV node conduction [19, 31-33], or influence the ventricles [31,
33]. It needs to be studied whether fat pad stimulation is advantageous over
cervical vagus nerve stimulation for cardiac diseased states, and how this can be
achieved in a minimally invasive way.
It is of importance to verify the results obtained in animal studies in humans.
The recording of cardiac vagal signals at the cervical level in humans should be
the first step. These experiments could be performed during implantation
surgery of a vagus nerve stimulator in epilepsy patients. Cuff electrodes of
similar design to the ones used in our animal experiments can be used on human
vagus nerve. Spontaneous activity recorded for a few minutes is enough to
provide insight in the cardiac-modulated pattern in baseline condition. Evoked
CAPs can be determined at low stimulation levels, allowing a comparison
between the components observed in pigs and humans. If these studies show
that cardiac vagal signals can be obtained from humans as from pigs, the next
step could be to sense these signals in heart failure patients. Clinical studies for
vagus nerve implants in heart failure patients are currently being performed [16,
34]. Future studies for vagus nerve implants in heart failure could be combined
with the recording of vagal signals, in conjunction with cardiovascular
parameters.

10.6 Conclusions
This thesis has shown that relevant cardiac signals can be obtained from the
cervical vagus nerve. The impact of electrode cuff design was shown, with
respect to both sensing and stimulating. The average reference configuration
was presented as a new method for peripheral nerve recording, with improved
performance for recording cardiac-modulated signals. Questions remain as to
the origin of signals evoked by vagal stimulation. The results of this thesis can
be used in the development of monitoring systems, electrical stimulation
systems, or systems for closed-loop neurocardiac control.
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Summary
This thesis focuses on sensing cardiovascular signals from the vagus nerve and
electrically stimulating the vagus nerve for cardiovascular effects. In chapter 2,
spontaneous vagus nerve activity is analyzed for a cardiac-modulated signal. It
is hypothesized that signals from cardiac receptors that fire in phase with the
cardiac cycle can be recorded from the whole vagus nerve, using a cuff
electrode in the neck region. Digital signal filtering was used to reduce
interference from muscular sources and electrical activity of the heart itself. The
recorded spontaneous vagus nerve activity was ensemble averaged, i.e.
segments of the signal during a cardiac cycle were averaged, to increase signal
to noise ratio. A cardiac-modulated vagus nerve activity pattern is indeed found
in chapter 2. This pattern may reflect cardiac receptor activity, as it is affected
by increased blood pressure and contractility brought about by dobutamine.
Evoked vagus nerve responses were analyzed in anesthetized animals in
chapter 3. A component was found that had a long latency, a low stimulation
threshold and a high velocity along the nerve. These results led to the
hypothesis that the component was an indirect component of a burst of single
fibre action potentials, emanating with varying delays from the neural network
on the heart. The component was strongly reduced with a tripolar derivation or
with the average reference configuration on the centre electrode in a cuff with
three rings. In chapter 3 it was proposed that this was due to the second order
spatial derivative, which reduces a dispersed component when it creates a close
to linear field in the cuff.
In chapter 4 a computer model was used to show that it is possible to record an
evoked dispersed component as a result of a burst of single fibre action
potentials with varying delays, such as proposed in chapter 3. This computer
model however does not explain why the component was reduced with a second
order spatial derivative, since with the model a close to linear field did not result
in the cuff from a burst of single fibre action potentials with varying delays.
To further elucidate the origin of the evoked component, two additional
experiments were performed in which the recurrent laryngeal nerve was cut.
Chapter 5 describes these experiments and their results. The evoked
component disappeared after cutting of the recurrent laryngeal nerve.
Arguments are presented in chapter 5 for a muscular origin from the larynx or a
neuronal origin from the neural network on the heart or the recurrent laryngeal
nerve. The physiological origin of the evoked late component remains however
as yet unclear. Chapter 6 shows that evoked responses may also originate from
the brain stem, but that they are difficult to record.
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In chapter 7 the effects of vagus nerve stimulation on the cardiovascular system
are described. The results of chapter 8 show that selectivity of vagus nerve
stimulation for cardiovascular effects can be improved by using a segmented
electrode configuration. Finally, chapter 9 shows that the results obtained by
vagus nerve sensing and stimulation can be reproduced in awake animals.
Challenges when recording from awake pigs are also presented.
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Samenvatting
Dit proefschrift, getiteld “Meten en stimuleren van de nervus vagus voor
kunstmatige controle van het hart”, richt zich op het meten van cardiovasculaire
signalen van de nervus vagus en het elektrisch stimuleren van de nervus vagus
voor cardiovasculaire effecten. In hoofdstuk 2 wordt spontane activiteit in de
nervus vagus geanalyseerd voor een cardiaal gemoduleerd signaal. De
hypothese wordt gesteld dat signalen van cardiale receptoren, die vuren in fase
met de hartcyclus, gemeten kunnen worden aan de nervus vagus met een cuff
elektrode in de nek. Digitale filters zijn toegepast op de signalen om de
verstoring van spieractiviteit en elektrische activiteit van het hart zelf te
verminderen. Het nervus vagus signaal werd opgedeeld in segmenten van een
hartcyclus in lengte en daar werd het gemiddelde van bepaald. Hiermee werd de
signaal-ruisverhouding verhoogd. Een cardiaal gemoduleerd signaal werd
inderdaad gevonden in de spontane nervus vagus activiteit. Dit patroon
veranderde bij toegenomen bloeddruk en contractiliteit, veroorzaakt door
dobutamine, en is dus mogelijk gerelateerd aan activiteit van cardiovasculaire
receptoren
Nervus vagus activiteit, opgewekt door een elektrische puls, is geanalyseerd in
geanesthetiseerde dieren in hoofdstuk 3. Een opgewekte component was
gevonden met een lange latentietijd, een lage stimulatiedrempel en een hoge
snelheid langs de zenuw. Deze resultaten leidden tot de hypothese dat het een
indirecte component betrof, ontstaan uit een sommatie van individuele
actiepotentialen die met verschillende vertragingen vanaf het neurale netwerk
op het hart kwamen. De component werd sterk gereduceerd door een tripolaire
afleiding of met de gemiddelde referentie methode op de middelste electrode in
een cuff met drie ringen. In hoofdstuk 3 werd gesteld dat dit zou kunnen komen
door de tweede orde spatiële afgeleide, die een brede component sterk reduceert
als er hierdoor een vrijwel lineair veld ontstaat binnen de cuff.
In hoofdstuk 4 wordt een computermodel gebruikt om aan te tonen dat het
mogelijk is om opgewekte activiteit te meten die het resultaat is van een
sommatie van individuele actiepotentialen met verschillende vertragingen, zoals
was voorgesteld in hoofdstuk 3. Dit computermodel verklaart echter niet
waarom de component gereduceerd werd met een tweede orde spatiële
afgeleide, omdat er met het model geen lineair veld ontstond binnen de cuff als
gevolg van een sommatie van actiepotentialen met verschillende vertragingen.
Om de oorsprong van de component te achterhalen, zijn twee additionele
experimenten uitgevoerd waarbij de nervus laryngeus recurrens doorgesneden
werd. In hoofdstuk 5 worden deze experimenten en de resultaten beschreven.
De eerder beschreven opgewekte late component verdween wanneer de nervus
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laryngeus recurrens doorgesneden werd. In hoofdstuk 5 worden argumenten
gegeven voor zowel een musculaire oorsprong van de larynx en een neurale
oorsprong van het neurale netwerk op het hart of van de nervus laryngeus
recurrens. De fysiologische oorsprong van de opgewekte late component blijft
echter onduidelijk. Hoofdstuk 6 toont dat er mogelijk ook opgewekte
componenten onstaan vanuit de hersenstam, maar dat deze moeilijk te meten
zijn.
In hoofdstuk 7 worden de effecten van nervus vagus stimulatie op het
cardiovasculaire systeem beschreven. De resultaten van hoofdstuk 8 laten zien
dat selectiviteit van elektrische stimulatie verbeterd kan worden met het gebruik
van een gesegmenteerde elektrode. Tot slot laat hoofdstuk 9 zien dan resultaten
van geanesthetiseede dieren gereproduceerd kunnen worden in wakkere dieren.
De obstakels van metingen in wakkere dieren worden ook in dit hoofdstuk
weergegeven.
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Stellingen
Behorende bij het proefschrift van Simone Ordelman, te verdedigen op
27 januari 2012 aan de Universiteit Twente, onder de titel:
“Sensing and stimulation of the vagus nerve
for artificial cardiac control”
1. Gesloten lus controle van het hart is mogelijk door stimulatie van en meten aan
de nervus vagus.
2. Spontane neurale activiteit gemeten aan de nervus vagus kan gebruikt worden
om het cardiovasculair systeem te monitoren.
3. Selectiviteit van zowel meten als stimuleren van orgaanspecifieke zenuwvezels
kan vergroot worden door gebruik te maken van een gesegmenteerde
extraneurale cuff elektrode.
4. Selectiviteit voor het meten en stimuleren van cardiale vezels in de nervus
vagus is groter in mensen dan in varkens, vanwege de anatomische verschillen.

5. Experimenten waarbij de hypothese niet bevestigd wordt zijn vaak het meest
leerzaam.
6. Het is niet eenvoudig wetenschappelijk onderzoek zo te communiceren naar
buitenstaanders dat zij niet alleen op de hoogte worden gebracht van de inhoud,
maar deze ook werkelijk begrijpen.
7. Zolang in onze maatschappij de verschillen tussen mannen en vrouwen worden
benadrukt en gegeneraliseerd, kan men niet verwachten dat mannen en
vrouwen gelijk behandeld worden.

8. Mensen die zich verschuilen achter de stelling “Je moet alles een keer
geprobeerd hebben”, doen dit vaak uit onvermogen of onwil om na te denken
over wat hen motiveert.
9. Vele dagelijkse frustraties kunnen worden voorkomen door uit te gaan van
goede wil bij de medemens.

10. Als je de tweede keer alles hetzelfde zou doen, heb je niets geleerd.

